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Currently availabl~
The Dolphin Reader

HM.

Douglas Hunt, University of Missouri

Contemporary Composition
Fourth Edition
Maxine Hairston
University of 'Texas at Austin

New for 1987
The Beacon Handbook
Robert Perrin
Indiana State University
About 650 pages· doth -Instructor's
Manual· Resources for Practicing
Research· Diagnostic Tests
Computerized Tests - GPA: Grade
Performance Analy Ler - Works-inProgress: Houghton Mifflin Word
Processing· Correction Chart

The Writer's Way
Jack P. Rawlins
C<llifornia State University, Chico
About 416 pages· paper .
Instructor's Manual

Perspectives:
Turning Reading into Writing
Joseph J. Comprone
University of Louisville
About 640 pages - paper
instructor's Manual

The Riverside Reader
Volume 2
Second Edition
Joseph Trimmer, Ball State University
Maxine Hairston
~
Universitv of Texas at Austin
About 576 pages' paper·
Instructor's Manual

The Dolphin Reader
Shorter Edition
Douglas Hunt, Universitv of l\.1issouri
About 750 pages' paper Instructor's Cuide

Patterns Plus: A Short Prose Reader
with Argumentation
Second Edition
Mary Lou Conlin
Cuyahoga Community College
About 448 pages· paper
Instructor's Manual

The Resourceful Writer
William H. Barnwell
University of New Orleans
About 512 pages· paper· Instructor'.,
Manual· Transparency Package

Grassroots: The Writer's Workbook
Third Edition
Susan C. Fawcett
Alvin Sandberg
Bronx Community College
A~out 384, perfor<ltl'd pag~~ • spir~lb(\lIl1cl
Instructors Annotated EdItIon· lest
Package - Student Answer Key· SUpplllt
Package for Business Engh~h· GPA:
Grade Perfonnance Analyzer - DiagJ1l1~( Il
Mastery Tests on Disk: Apple"/fBM" 1'(

Developing Technical Writing Skill ..
Frances B. Emerson
Honeywell Infonnation Systems
About 624 pages· paper • In~tructor\
Manual· Transparency Package

Technical Report Writing Today
Third Edition
Steven E. Pauley
Purdue Universitv, Calumet
Daniel Riordan .
University of Wisconsin, Stout
About 416 pages· paper· Instructor",
Manual· 'lransparency Package

Contemporary Composition
Short Edition
Making Your Point:
A Guide to College Writing
Laraine Flemming
University of Pittsburgh

Roughdrafts: The Process of Writing
Alice Heim Calderonello and
Bruce Lee Edwards, Jr.
Both of Bowling Green State University

Form and Style:
Theses, Reports, Term Papers
Seventh Edition
William Giles Campbell
Stephen Vaughan Ballou
Carole Slade, Columbia University

The Riverside Reader
Volume 1, Second Edition
Joseph Trimmer, Ball State University
Maxine Hairston
University of Texas at Austin

The Informed Writer:
Using Sources in the Disciplines
Second Edition
Charles Bazerman, Baruch College
City University of New York

Contexts: Writing and Reading
Jeanette Harris, Texa.s Tech University
Ann Moseley, East lexas State University

William H. Roberts, University of Lowell
Gregoire Turgeon
~

Reflections: A Thematic Reader
WilHam Barnwell and Julie Price
Both of University of New Orleans

The Essay: Readings for
the Writing Process

Writing with a Purpose
James M. McCrimmon

About Language: A Reader for Writers

Stephen H. Goldman and
Bernard A. Hirsch
Both of University of Kansas

Practical English Handbook
Seventh Edition
Floyd C. Watkins and
William B. Dillingham
Both of Emory University

Practical English Workbook
Floyd C. Watkins and
William B. Dillingham
John T. Hiers
Valdosta State College
Int~ ~riting: From

Speaking,

Eighth Edition
by Joseph F. Trimmer, Ball State University
'
[he State University of New Jersey

~ancy I. Sommers, Rutgers-

Writing with a Purpose
Short Edition, Based on
the Eighth Edition
English MicroLab
Arthur H. Bell and Sharon R. Anderson
Both of University of Southern California
For adopllon consu]erahon, request l'xaminallon
copIes from your regional! loughton Mifflin office
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Thmkmg, and Reading

Houghton Mifflin Company

Lewis A. Meyers, Hunter College
City University of New York

13400 Mldwa) Rd., Dallas, TX 75244-5165
1900 5. Balav"l A,e., Geneva. It 60134
989 L~~ox Dr., I.,wrenceville, NJ ORMH
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St. MartinIs has a text

Whatever your approach to
teaching composition, , ,
Patterns for College Writing

Writing FroDi Sourees

A RHETORICAL READER. AND GUIDE

Seeon" ElUtion

Bird Edition
LAURIE G. KIRSZNER, Philadelphia College of Pharmacy and Science
STEPHEN R. MANDELL. Drexel University
A rhetorically arranged reader for freshman composition that combines
a diverse selection of professional and student essays with detailed discussions of the writing process and the rhetorical patterns. Throughout, its
emphasis is on how students can use the patterns in various academic
courses,
Paperbound. 566 pages. 1986
Instructor's Manual available
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Models for Writers

The St. Martin'. Guide to Writing

Edited by ALFRED ROSA and PAUL ESCHHOLZ,
both of the University of Vermont
A collection of 65 short accessible essays that provide models of 18 important rhetorical elements and patterns. The concise but helpful apparatus
includes a new general introduction on reading and writing short essays;
chapter introductions; a headnote. study questions, vocabulary list, and
writing suggestions for each reading; and a glossary of terms.
Paperbound. 397 pages. [986
Instructor's Manual available

RISE B. AXELROD. California State University, San Bernardino
CHARLES R. COOPER. University of California. San Diego
A comprehensive rhetoric and reader for freshman composition courses
that covers all the major forms of nonfiction writing as well as all the writing
strategies students will need to master. Numerous readings are included,
and writing guides-detailed, step-by-step sequences of activities that take
the student through the entire writing process-are developed for each type
of nonfiction writing.
Hardcover. with Handbook. 687 pages. 1985
Short Edition: Paperbound. 576 pages. 1986
Instructor's Resource Manual available

Language Awareness

Structuring Paragraphs

Writing Research Papers
A GUIDE TO THE PROCESS
Seeond Edition

STEPHEN WEIDENBORNER and DOMENICK CARUSO.
both of Kingsborough Community College. CUNY
~,:.:._.,;.. • .r:1I_1''':'''''''''''~'
A true textbook-not just a handbook of mechanics-that guides students
J;~ :~ 'I ~ lU"~ through the entire research paper assignment. Covers the new MLA
guidelines as well as documentation systems in other disciplines.
Paperbound. 269 pages. t986

f4';;';:; "

n

New

BRENDA SPArr, The Office of Academic Affairs, CUNY
A comprehensive text that teaches the skills students need to write successfully from sources-the basic techniques of comprehension, analysis,
and synthesis that are common to all kinds of academic writing. A wealth
of readings from diversified sources, with accompanying exercises, gives
students practice at every stage of the writing process. Two-thirds of the
readings are new to this edition; there is a new appendix on writing essay
exams; and the book now covers the new MLA documentation forms.
Paperbound. 512 pages (probable). November 1986
Instructor's Manual available

SHORT ESSAYS FOR COMPOSITION
Second Edition

Foardl Edi~n
Edited by PAUL ESCHHOLZ. ALFRED ROSA, and VIRGINIA CLARK,
all of the University of Vermont
A freshman composition reader that consists of 50 lively. nontechnical
essays exploring the subject of language. The helpful apparatus accompanying each reading includes a headnote, questions on content and rhetoric.
vocabulary lists, and writing topics. More than half of the essays are new
to this edition. and there is also a new general introduction.
Paperbound. 460 pages. 1986
Instructor's Manual available
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to suit your needs!

A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE WlUTING
Second Editioft
A. FRANKLIN PARKS, Frostburg State College
lAMES A. LEVERNIER and IDA MASTERS HOLLOWELL.
both of University of Arkansas-Little Rock
A comprehensive, carefully structured approach to the planning. organization, writing. and revising of paragraphs, The Second Edition offers many
new models, expanded treatment of revision, additional work in sentencecombining, a complete new chapter on answering essay questions, and two
s.eparate chapters on methods of development.
Paperbound. 212 pages. 1986
Instructor's Manual available

To request all examillation copy ofany of these titles, please write us
on your college letterhead 6pecifyinII your coarse title, presellt text,
and approximate ellrollment. Send your request to:

St, MartinIs Press
Department JR • 175 Fifth Avenue • New York, N. Y. 10010
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Contest rules for...

THE BEDFORD PRIZES
IN STUDENT WRITING
Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press is pleased to sponsor The Bedford Prizes
in Student Writing. an annual contest designed to recognize outstanding
essays written for freshman composition courses in the United States
and Canada.

PRIZES
1. Each winner will receive a cash award of SI75.00. to be sent by mail to
the winner's home address.
2. Each instructor who sponsors a winning entry will receive a cash awar(l
of $75.00, to be sent by mail to the instructor's college address.
3. Formal certificates will be sent to the winning essayists. their instructors.
and their departments.

CONTEST RULES
Eligibility and Deadline
I. The contest is open to any student enrolled in a freshman composition course at an accredited college or university in the L'nited States
and Canada.
2. Entries should be nonfiction prose essays-exposition and argument
as well as narration and descri[ltion-of at least 500 words. Research
papers are also eligible. Fiction and poetry are not l'ligible. All entries
must be written for and submitted for credit in a freshman composi,
tion course.
3. Although only final dri.\fts will be judged, each entry must be accompanied by the writer's preliminary notes and drafts. Instructors may
make such corrections and suggestions on prior drafts as they normally append to student papers, and the submitted version may be
revised especially for entry in this contest along lines suggested by
the instructor or by fellow students.
4. The contest runs on the academic year with dea(Uines for each semester.
One set of winners will be chosen for both semesters and annou need in
the late fall. Entries for the fall semester must be postmarked no later
than January 3 [ . and entries for the spring semester must be postmarked
no later than May 31. However, instructors are encouraged to submit
entries at any time IJefore these dates. Entries should be submitted bv
mail to: The Bedford Prizes in Student Writing. Bedford Books of St. Martin's Press. PO, Box 869. Boston. MA 02[ 17

5. There is no limir on the number of entries instructors may submit. Instructors are urged. however, to be selective in their submissions. sponsoring
only those ('ssays that in their judgment are of distinctively high quality.
All entries will be judged for originality. clarity. organization. coherence.
control of language and grammar, and. where applicable. reasoning and
use of evidence,

ReqUired Format and Accompanying Materials
G. Each entry must be typed. double-spaced. on one side of R1h" x II"
paper. The student's name should appear only on the first page of the
entry in the upper right-hand corner, and the pages of the essay should
be numbered. The emry should not bear the correction marks or comments of the instructor or other readers. The writer's preliminary notes
and drafts should be stapled separately from the entry itself and labele(t
with the entrant's name.
7. Each entry must be accompanied by an official entry blank or a cover
sheet containing the following information:
Srudent's injormlltion: name. campus address. campus t('}ephone number.
home address, home telephone number.
The student must also include a signed statement affirming that the essay
is an original creation and that he or she has read. understood, and
agreed to the rules and coO(litions of the contest.
Instructor's injoITnotion: name. department, college or university. address, office telephone number. home address. home telephone number.
the specific assignment for [he studenfs entry. instructor's signature.

Conditions
8. Entries must be original and may not infringe upon the rights of any
third party.
9, All rights to an entry. including the copyright and other rights of reproduction and publication. are vested. upon its submission. in Bedford
Books of St. Martin's Press. An entry is deemed submiHe(1 only upon its
receipt by Bedford Books, which assumes no responsibility for the receipt
or return of any entry, Srudents or instructors who want copies of the
entries should make them before submission.

10. Bedford Books of St. ~lartin's Press will publish a selection of the winning essays together in an anthology,
11. The decisions of the judges are final.
12. This contest is void where prohibited or restricted by law.
A complete list of winners. their college or university affiliations. and their
sponsoring instruclors will also be announced every year in Col/ege Composition and Communication and Co//e{1e En{1/ish.
The Bedford Prizes in Srudent Writinfj
Bedford Books of St. Marlin's Press
P.O, Box 869
Boston. MA 02117
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For Your Professional Library...

NEW IN 1987 - - - - - - THE MACMILLAN COLLEGE
THE MACMILLAN READER
HANDBOOK
JUDITH NADELL (Glassboro State

Texts on Writing from
~ RANOOMHoUSEIALFREDA. KNoPF ~

GERALD LEVIN (Univ. of Akron)
644 pp. HB
WITH: Instructor's Manual, Tests

TEXTS AND CONTEXTS

WRITERS ON WRITING

JUDITH SUMMERFIELD and
GEOFFREY SUMMERFIELD
The most up-to-date and imaginative
integration of contemporary critical theory and the theory of composition. All
discourse, argue the authors, is produced
within a variety of roles and determined
and shaped by numerous contexts. This
idea is expanded with a view to the composition classroom, and illustrative
excerpts from student writing attest to its
generative power-for both readers and
writers of texts. Hardcover, 304 pages, 1986,

Edited by TOM WALDREP
Thirty contributors, including Edward P.],
Corbett, Donald Murray, and Ross
Winterowd, give 30 different answers 10
the question, "How do you write'" In
lucid, candid and honest prose, America's
foremost rhetoricians/composItion teachers reveal their writing processes, illustrating the inherl;'nl difficulties within the
processes of composing even for those
who are masters at teaching students how
to write. Hardcover, 350 pagt!S, 1985, $17.00

$17.{){)

WRITING
AT CENTURY'S END
Edited by LISA GERRARD
Thirteen stimulating essays by experienced teachers, software developers, and
administrators address the most pressing
issues in computers and writing today,
The possibilities that the computer offers
for an entirely new wrihng pedagogy, and
the attendant problems and restrictions it
brings, are explored in this volume. Paperback, 192 pages, 1986, $11.95

THE WORD-WORTHY
COMPUTER

SOURCEBOOK FOR
BASIC WRITING TEACHERS
Edited by TERESA ENOS
Rather than offering another "answer" to
our country's latest '1iteracy crisb," the
distinguished contributors to this volume
define, analyze, and evaluate both longstanding and current issues of basic writing. Informed by recent research, theory,
and practice, and built on the pioneeri~g
work of Mina Shaughnessy, thIS volume
promises to become a standard resource
for basic writing teachers. An up-to-date,
comprehensive bibliography is included,
Hardc(T1'Cr, 704 pagt!S, 1987, $20.(){)

Order Your Copy Today!

PAULA FELDMAN and
BUFORD NORMAN
Designed for professors of literature and
language, this brief, practical guide outImes, explains, and illustrates the uses of
microcomputers in teaching and
research. Novices and experts alike w111
find it full of valuable information. An
extensive, current bibliography is
included. Paperback, 192 pages, 1987,
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THE MACMILLAN COLLEGE
WORKBOOK
ALICE MAcDONALD (Univ. of Akron)
350pp. PB
WITH: Answer Key

PROCESS AND STRUCTURE
IN COMPOSITION

College) and JOHN LANGAN (Atlantic
Community College)
640 pp. PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual

CROSSING CULTURES:
READINGS FOR
COMPOSITION
Second Edition
HENRY KNEPLER (Illinois Institute

of Tech.) and MYRNA KNEPLER
(Northeastern Illinois Univ.)
PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual

BARBARA CLOUSE
(Youngstown State Univ.)
448pp. PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual

480pp.

KEEPING IN TOUCH:
WRITING CLEARLY

Second Edition

SUSAN DAY, ELIZABETH McMAHAN
(both of Illinois State Univ.), and
ROBERT FUNK (Eastern Illinois Univ.)
160 pp. PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual and Computer
Program

ENGLISH FUNDAMENTALS
Eighth Edition. Form C
DONALD W. EMERY (Univ. of
Washington), the late JOHN M.
KIERZEK, and PETER LINDBLOM
(Miami-Dade Community College)
352 pp. PB
WITH: Answer Key

THE SHAPE OF REASON:
ARGUMENTATIVE
WRmNG IN COLLEGE
JOHN T GAGE (Univ. of Oregon)
256pp. PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual

REVISING PROSE
RICHARD A. LANHAM (Univ. of Calif.-LA)
128 pp. PB
WITH: Workbook

GENERATING PROSE:
RELATIONS, PATTERNS,
STRUCTURES
WILLIS L. PITKIN, Jr. (Utah State Univ.)
256pp. PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual

WRITE AND WRITE
AGAIN: A WORKTEXT
WITH READINGS
JANE PAZNIK BONDARIN and MILTON
BAXTER (both of Borough of Manhattan
Community College, CUNY)
512 pp. PB
WITH: Instructor's Manual
Look to Macmillan for all your textbook
needs. CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800-428-3750,
or wrIte:

~

MACMILLAN PUBLISHING COMPANY - - COLLEGE DIVISION/866 THIRD AVENUE/NEW YORK, N.Y.10022
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Writing Assessment:
An Evaluation Paradigm
Harvey S. Wiener
The pressure for accountability in postsecondary education continues to
build. Recent reports from the National Institute of Education and the
Association of American Colleges indict the academy for inattention to
assessment, which both documents insist is a key indicator of an
institution's health. It is hard to fault the conclusions of these reports.
Although I do not wish to minimize some of the strides we are making
in large-scale assessment efforts-the innovative programs at Alverno
College, for example, the Exxon funded consultation and evaluation
project of the Council of Writing Program Administrators, the Student
Outcomes Project of the University of Tennessee, to name just a few-at
the classroom leveL where teachers must judge what students have
learned or need to learn, we have few paragons. For humanistic studies,
accountability is particularly complex and hard to manage. However, it
is not likely that we can shrug our shoulders in puzzlement much longer
as the pubHc continues to demand systems for measuring achievement
in all quarters. Either we face the challenge of developing our own tests,
or we submit to inferior schemes by testing specialists or their surrogates
on the fringes of the academic discipline.
Over the last decades teachers of English composition have wrestled
with the issue of testing student writers and have devised an assessment
system whose history is a notable model for the profession at large.
What I wish to suggest here is that the development of current tests for
writers is a paradigm for how other liberal studies faculties can shape
valid assessment programs that reflect the important tenets of their
disciplines.
In early efforts to assess writers, the multiple choice exam was the
most ubiquitous testing format. HaVing thought little about the relation
between evaluation and instructional goals, we listened to outside
testing experts, who insisted that with a series of questions on usage,
grammar, and syntax, the darkened boxes on answer sheets would
provide "predictive validity," a crystal ball for students' writing skills.
We could determine entry-level proficiency, for example, without asking students to write a word. But it wasn't long before many teachers of
writing rejected assessment measures that did not demand the construction of sentences. Thus, the "writing sample" test grew in prominence.
WPA: Writing Program AdministratiON, Vol 10, Numbers 1-2, Fall·Winter, 1986
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(In a 1983 survey of member institutions of the National Testing
Network in Writing, 69% of the respondents reported that they assessed
writing with a writing sample. Many of these are locally developed and
scored tests.) The new model departed from accepted testing principles:
Writing samples took too much time, cost too much money, and taxed
teaching faculties quite severely. Yet the move from a short answer test
to a sustained written response was an important positive step. The act
of writing calls for language and syntax specific to mdividual thinkers.
Testing students on weaknesses in someone else's prose had little utility,
even though information to be gathered from the tests was inexpensive,
could be easily quantified, and might imply students' later successes.
With a writing sample, English teachers drew upon their knowledge of
current composition theory, sound teaching practices, and writing assessment models developed by national testing agencies in order to
devise an acceptable evaluation format. To judge writing, you looked at
writing, and that was that.
Despite the advance to a new type of test, many writing teachers
clung nonetheless to the values of the older model, which viewed
writing as a technology. Thus, we simply counted errors--seven or
eight mistakes, and the paper failed. Error counting paid no attention to
the nature of thinking in writing and offered not much improvement
over the machine-scored test. Examining the surface features of written
language is certainly the easiest way to attend to a piece of prose, but it
is also the least important in telling what students need to know and
learn.
In the next phase of the paradigm I am outlining, teachers of writing
moved to a much more complex and demanding view of assessment,
one based upon thought and expression in the writer's prose. To look at
the contents of a piece of writing produced under restrictions of time
and format and demanding rapid evaluation for placing students into
appropriate courses or programs, evaluators had to develop a scoring
system that would lead to sound judgments. With research, hard work,
and much experimentation several such systems have emerged over the
years. We now have various methods of looking at an essay besides
counting its mistakes; these methods all insist that what the writer says
and how the writer says it are the true, integrated territory for appropriate evaluation.
What I am suggesting is that in a humanistic discipline like writing,
the concerted efforts of faculty can lead to evaluation instruments and
designs that are both manageable and responsive to the complexity of
the task awaiting judgment. I admit that I have oversimplified the
development of the paradigm. It is not linear, and it does not always run
on a smooth track. Several institutions still assess writing without asking

14

students to write. Some English teachers have closed their eyes to the
need for valid writing assessment models and the recent progress made
in devising them. Others still argue for machine-scored "objective"
tests. And certainly supporters and detractors of the popular scoring
systems are waging their wars to this very moment. (Witness the
December 1984 issue of College Composition and Commu nication, a battleground given over exclusively to testing concerns for the first time.)
Still, the important consideration here is that by 1985 many institutions
have moved from writing assessment rooted in quantification to writing
assessment rooted in informed and carefully monitored personal responses. For any of the methods of evaluation that enlightened writing
faculties now used in grading a student's prose, teachers collaborate on
goals and standards, rate papers in groups and under supervision, and
adapt their individual perceptions of quality writing to the perceptions
of their colleagues. These collaborative efforts at assessment have developed through continuous discussion and analysis at individual campuses, at local forums, and through national publications and conferences.
Ongoing conversation with colleagues has helped writing faculty
move away from quantification and idiosyncratic personal judgments of
a writer's prose to personal judgments based on collaboration and
shared visions. By creating conditions for making defensible judgments,
we have established a method for assessing the kinds of complex
performances so typical of humanistic study. This is the model to lay
alongside the data-driven, number-haunted statistics that dominate
educational evaluation. Teachers of writing have nurtured a paradigmatic alternative to what is frequently mindless quantification. The
current state of writing assessment asserts that a concerned, interactive
professoriate can establish commonalities for judgment and can anchor
them in rational thought and liberal learning. About this kind of
evaluation many will sneer "soft data" and "subjective." But soft data in
this case is human data, the record of minds thinking, judging, and
evaluating writing, an act that is itself quintessentially an effort of
thought, judgment, and evaluation. Only human minds can evaluate
another mind's thoughts.
And if this is subjectivity, writing teachers have made the most of it.
The NIE report complains that with new technologies we risk the loss of
"human and subjective elements from both assessment and learning" and that "We do no great service to students by pretending
that subjectivity does not exist in judgments of performance in the
world ...." Undeniably, objective quantification is useful; when teachers of writing collate the numerical representations of their judgments of
student writing and relate them to each other and to the public, they are
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in debt to numbers and statistics, charts and graphs. But the collaborative procedures writing teachers have evolved over the years demonstrate sensitive evaluation efforts based on the most important commodity in the humanistic enterprise, the mind in intellectual negotiation
with peers.
Local assessment models initiated and developed by faculty are a
relatively new and welcome addition to the educational enterprise.
Unschooled in statistics and psychometrics, many humanists believe
that they cannot influence an already entrenched testing establishment.
They cringe at the apparent reductio of numbers, validations, statistical
significances, n's, and cohorts. They have looked the other way as
professional testing agencies, and not classroom teachers, have developed entrance, proficiency, and licensing exams for undergraduates and
graduates. They have permitted legislatures to promulgate competencies and have allowed stal:e governments to mandate and oversee the
testing of students' skills. The Florida State Department of Education,
for example, has created the College Level Academic Skills Test for all
students in the state, and has prescribed the number of pages to be
written each week in writing classes. Similar efforts await action in other
states. Certainly these are faculty, not legislative prerogatives. Yet when
faculty do not act, they abdicate, and in the end, must be prepared to
serve what may be an uninformed, unsympathetic, and unwelcome
ruler.
About assessment, evaluation, and accountability, it seems to me
that the AAC report is right: "In a society where survival and growth are
often the only tests of virtue, colleges and universities have paid too
little attention to an assessment of their performance." This is a gauntlet
that educators must'seize quickly. The evolution of writing assessment
as a force in educational testing is a promising model for those who seek
to define evaluation procedures that grow from sound academic principles and not simply from the expediencies of budget offices, campus
testing services, or legislative mandates. Only from the imperatives of
subject matter and the teachers committed to it grow the designs for
accurate and valid assessment.
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Reading, Writing, and Thinking:
High SchooJJCollege Connections
Karen Spear and Barbara Maloney
Nearly 20 years ago, Francis Christensen observed, "we do not really
teach our captive charges to write better-we merely expect them to" (3).
Since then, college writing programs have made considerable gains in
teaching writing. High school English teachers, however, have been less
able to channel their expectations about students' writing into effective
pedagogies. A restricted range of reading materials, limited opportunities for writing, and highly traditional teaching practices keep many
high school students from understanding and practicing the multiple
roles and functions of discourse.
This is a study of high school English. ' But its more important
implications are for college writing programs. The study not only sheds
some light on why entering college students have some of the problems
they do with writing, it also suggests parallels between the shortcomings of high school writing instruction and those of college programs.
Unless writing program administrators have a detailed understanding of
high school preparation, they risk creating freshman writing curricula
based largely on guesswork about what students must have done, on
hazy recollections about what, as freshmen, writing program administrators may themselves have done, or on a stiffnecked insistence on
what freshmen ought to have done. By better understanding the nature
of reading, writing, and thinking in the secondary English curriculum,
writing program administrators are more likely to avoid repeating a
critical flaw in secondary language instruction: the unquestioned expectation that students should already be able to read, write, and think at
relatively high levels of abstraction.

Reading, Writing, and Thinking in Secondary English
In the fall of 1983, 144 high school English teachers in the Salt Lake
metropolitan area responded to an extensive questionnaire asking them
to describe their teaching practices and expectations about their students' abilities in reading, writing, and thinking. The study represents
teachers from 17 high schools in six school districts, yielding a healthy
response rate of 90%. The purpose of the study was to find out whether
secondary English instruction in these critical language areas was con-
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sistent with teachers' perceptions of their students' needs and abilities
and with current thinking about effective language instruction. We were
less interested in the validity of teachers' beliefs about their work than in
the beliefs themselves, since these beliefs largely determine what and
how any teacher teaches. We were especially curious to discover what
kinds of consistency these teachers were able to achieve within the three
language areas of their curriculum: whether, for example, the reading
program complemented the writing program, whether the writing program was consistent with teachers' cognitive goals, and so forth. While
the study is not a definitive analysis of secondary English teaching, the
data achieve enough internal consistency and statistical reliability to
warrant some tentative obselVations.
The questionnaire contained parallel sets of questions on students'
reading, writing, and thinking abilities, and on teaching practices in
these areas. Figure 1 represents the parallelism we established among
these abilities. Using a Likert scale of 1-7, teachers uniformly rated
students highest in the most concrete of these abilities-literal comprehension in reading, reporting of information in grammatically correct
written form, and memorization-and lowest in the abilities requiring
more abstract, independent thought. Overall, however, they considered
students' abilities in all three areas average or below.
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These perceptions of students' reading, writing, and thinking abilities are significant in view of the contrasts with reported teaching
practices. In English classes, high school students primarily read fiction
and poetry. Yet despite their dissatisfaction with students' reading,
teachers seldom use even the most basic techniques for reading instruction such as identifying new vocabulary or previewing a text, and they
almost never individualize reading assignments or allow students to
choose their own material.
Writing, as Applebee and others have also shown, is primarily in the
form of short answer and paragraph-length responses, and it is used
essentially to validate reading comprehension. Teachers in our study
reported that students write, on average, once a week, a figure that is
somewhat misleading because it includes short answer assignments.
Thus, Applebee's conclusion seems equally appropriate here: "One of
the major problems with an overemphasis on mechanical writing tasks
is that the students may never learn to use such resources as their own,
relying instead upon the structure or scaffold that the teacher has
provided" (101). Moreover, although teachers seem to expect criticaV
analytic writing to derive from students' reading, they do not recognize
the highly specialized and abstract nature of the discourse they are really
looking for: literary criticism. The infrequency of extended writing
assignments, those in which writers might go beyond reporting what
they read, combined with the absence of audiences other than the
teacher, provide powerful reinforcement for the low levels of thinking,
reading, and writing the teachers complain about. Although the overwhelming majority of high school teachers report that logical organization and thorough development of ideas are for them the most important qualities of good writing, their assignments and teaching practices
offer almost no opportunity for students to learn these skills. Teachers
apparently expect students to write analytically and read critically, but
little in their daily practice is devoted to teaching either one.
Conversely, non-literary reading materials (such as correspondence,
reportage, or actual trade materials) and concrete writing assignments
(such as the preparation of letters, advertisements, booklets, or newsletters) are almost non-existent. Yet, unlike literary readings, these reading
materials often have definite audiences and specific purposes, as do
writing assignments that might be tied to them. These more concrete
assignments for reading and writing could introduce secondary students to fundamental concepts about selection of materiaL the problems
of presenting it to one audience rather than ano~her, the differences
between data and opinions, thesis and support-m. short, al" the .r~e
torical and conceptual problems that are obscured m esotenc wn~mg
assignments about symbolism in Heart of Darkness. (Table 1 summanzes
the means for teachers' reports on teaching practices and student
abilities in reading, writing, and thinking.)
19
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TABLE 1. High and Low Means for Teachers' Reports on Reading, Writing,
and Thinking
(Scale: 1-7)
High

Low

Ability

Strongest in literal
comprehension (4.5)

Weakest in critical
reading (3.6)

Assignments

Most frequent in fiction!
poetry (5.6)

Least often newspapers,
magazines, and other
non-fiction primary
sources (2.9)

Teaching Practices

Most often assess reading by asking students to
demonstrate comprehension in writing (5.7)

Least often: vary reading
assignments for weak or
strong readers (3.5)

Ability

Strongest in reporting
information (4.6)

Weakest in writing for
varied audiences (3.6)
and developing a logical
argument (3.8)

Assignments

Most often write short
answers (5.2), paragraphs (5.1), and personal expenence essays

Least often write advertisements (1. 9), letters
(2.8), news articles,
(2.6), or pamphlets (1. 7)

(4.4)

Teaching Practices

Ability

Most often assign essay
lesls (5.3) and writing
based on reading assignments (5.6)

Most able to perform
tasks involving memorization (4.6)

Least often assign
writing for varied audiences (3.8); provide
opportunities for peer
feedback and revision
(3.8)
Least able to perform
tasks involving analysis
(38)

Secondary English teachers seem to be good diagnosticians of their
students' strengths and weaknesses with language. What they seem less
able to perceive are the causal relationships between their own teaching
practices and the limitations they find in their students. In her conclu-
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sions about secondary teaching from studying twelfth graders' composing processes, Janet Emig concluded that "much of the teaching of
composition in American high schools is probably too abstract for the
average and below average students" (99). The present study helps to
confirm that claim and extends Emig's conclusion. It's not just the
restricted mode of writing so pervasive in secondary school and the
ways teachers talk about writing that perplex high school students. The
contradictory messages conveyed by so many "report-what-you-know"
assignments coupled with the indigestibility of the regular diet of
reading and writing also seem to play a major role. The de facto
definition of writing as reportage probably promotes the conviction,
staunchly held by college freshmen, that writing is a matter of asserting
"the facts"-whether these facts are baldly literal statements from
reading or, ironically, the equally unchallengeable truths of personal
belief and opinion.
The most troublesome aspect of our study is our nagging suspicion
that the teachers' reports are somewhat inflated-that the picture of the
high school English curriculum that emerged is probably rosier than
high school classrooms really are. Informal followup interviews with
several participants lead us to conclude that many teachers, despite our
admonitions not to, felt the need to report more on what they believe
they should do than on what they actually do. Thus, the actual frequency of good teaching practices (assigning writing longer than a
paragraph, varying reading assignments for individual students, designing writing aSSignments for a particular audience or purpose, or
making writing available for peer feedback) is very likely less than what
is reported here.
To gain some inferential support for this observation, we used a
relatively new statistical technique called a multiple regression path
analysis. This technique allowed us to locate clusters of teachers according to demographic similarities and to identify significant relationships
among specific teaching practices, assignments in reading and writing,
and beliefs about students' language skills. By allowing us to look
beyond the rough indication of trends provided by the means, this
analysis lets us see how teaching practices a~d assignments are related.
All the observations that follow are at a confIdence level of .05 or better.
On the positive side, those few teachers who. ~se peer feedback. to
provide an audience and purpose for a piece of w~lhng and who prov~de
opportunities for revision tend to make mor~ IIlnovatlVe and vaned
reading and writing assignments. Teachers With more advanced students (usually those teachers with advanced preparat.lOn and more yea~s
of experience) devise the most varied and innovattve aS~lgnm~nts I.n
reading and writing. They also think about problems of audience III their
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writing assignments, and they most regularly ask students to share their
work for the purposes of revision. On the other hand, by far the greater
proportion of teachers, though who work mainly with average or belowaverage students, are also those who are most dependent on rigid
reading lists and formulaic, teacher-centered writing. Unfortunately,
these students probably need the most concreteness and variation in
their work, even though they receive the least. Finally, the cluster of
teachers who show more variety and innovation also tend to be most
critical of their students' reading and writing abilities, while the bulk of
teachers, who rely on formulaic writing assignments, restricted reading
lists, and other traditional practices, rate their students' reading and
writing abilities somewhat higher. While this finding might be taken to
justify the continued onslaught of back-to-basics, it seems more likely
that most teachers are simply complacent about their students' performance, failing to challenge their students or be challenged by them.
By examining writing in the context of thinking and reading skills,
we were interested in looking at the role of writing not in relation to the
content of the curriculum, but in relation to the basic learning processes
of reading and thinking about that reading. In all three areas-reading,
writing and thinking-teachers expect students to operate at higher
levels than they do, yet they fail to teach the preliminary or supporting
skills that would let them realize their expectations. They expect students to read critically, but rate them highest in literal comprehension;
they expect students to think analytically but rate them highest in
memorization; they expect students to write logically about worthwhile
topics but rate them highest in being able to report information.
In the broadest sense, what is lacking is the implementation of
teaching practices that present all these skills as interrelated processes.
The product approach, "I assign it, you do it," continues to dominate.
Within this approach, however, are more subtle but equally self-defeating practices. Although virtually all writing is based on reading (which
is almost exclusively literary writing), reading and writing are not
introduced as processes or ways of knowing. The absence of prereading
activities such as asking students to predict what a text will be about, or
discussing the relationship of a new text to previous subject matter
keeps secondary students from understanding how reading, thinking
about reading, and writing about reading are intimately linked within
the individual. Further, the almost total absence from the secondary
curriculum of any self-selected reading fails to teach students that one
might conceivably read to find out something of interest or importance,
or write about that reading to explore it further or to express what has
been discovered. In short, students fail to understand their own role in
making meaning, assuming instead that meaning is something Out
There that gets imprinted on them like a tattoo.

The purposelessness of their reading is echoed in the purposelessness of their writing: our study, like others on secondary writing,
showed an almost total absence of writing for any audience other than
the teacher, and for any purpose other than to fulfill an assignment and
demonstrate mastery of course content. If students read, write, and
think at the literal level as their teachers complain, they seem to be called
upon to do little else. In fact, they seem never to learn how to do the
very things their teachers expect them to do, so their low-level performance in each of the three areas simply reinforces their performance in the
others.

Implications for College Writing Programs
The most important implication of this study for writing program
administrators is this: many of our most central ideas about writing are
alien, if not antagonistic to the view of writing that students acquired in
secondary school. State colleges and universities with open admissions
policies are likely to have the highest numbers of students who, considered average in high school, were exposed to the most limited of
teaching practices. Although students have learned the basic vocabulary
of writing-audience, revision, thesis, drafting, and the like-they have
not had opportunities to apply these concepts to their own writing in
sustained or varied ways. Their experiences with writing have simply
not been such that they have learned to meet their teachers' foremost
expectations for logically organized, intellectually worthwhile writing.
What seems more prevalent in their experience is formulaic writing
where purpose and audience are obscured by requirements that specify
the length, shape, or type of the final product. Students have not had
regular opportunities to do writing that is sustained enough to encourage the disciplined, independent thinking that enables a person to
wrap his or her mind around a concept and turn it into a controlling
idea-at least one that has the subtlety and complexity we normally
want to see in college writing. If, for secondary students, writing derives
from reading, which is primarily literature read at the level of literal
comprehension, then writing is little more than reporting literary events
to a teacher, based on only a superficial understanding of plot and
character. Expecting flexibility and breadth from students whose writing
experience has been this constricted is a little like expecting an assembly
line worker to transform herself into a robotics engineer merely by
changing her title.
To help students reshape their understanding of ~ri~ng as .they
enter college, they need to practice it and understand lt 10 as wlde a
context as possible. To borrow James Moffett's terminology, they need to
record, report, generalize, and theorize for a range of audiences from
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the self to the distant other. Like the secondary teachers we surveyed,
college writing teachers cannot take for granted their students' abilities
to think, read, or write at the higher reaches of the cognitive scale.
I',lstead, we need to recognize their strong tendency to view writing
sIm.ply as reportage and thus develop our own courses in ways that
build upward from this base, helping students along the way to recognize how analyzing, interpreting, or evaluating ideas presupposes but
also differs from written recitation.
Further, we need to take into consideration the limitations of students' reading experiences and emphasize the interdependence of reading and writing, especially using texts in a variety of areas besides the
literary. Given their limited reading experience, we probably need to be
especially careful not to fall into the same trap that ensnares secondary
teachers-the assumption that entirely on their own, students can read
a text critically and insightfully. Anthologies that barrage students with
an array of discourse forms on a broad range of interesting but unrelated
subject areas (sometimes held together only by a loose abstraction like
"The Individual and Society" or "Technology") may be as impenetrable
in their own way as the highly specialized demands of literary criticism
that bewildered students in high school. There now seems to be no
question that reading comprehension is essentially contextua1. 2 We
understand a particular text largely on the basis of what we already
know about the subject generally. Otherwise, to draw on a dietary
metaphor, ingesting a smorgasbord of reading delights without adequate preparation of the system leads to rather dyspeptic writing.
Therefore, college programs, like high school programs, need to
integrate writing and reading instruction in ways that move students
beyond memorizing and reporting information. To do so, writing curricula probably should be more tightly organized than they often are
around specific bodies of information, with assignments governed by
specific cognitive or rhetorical tasks. In essence, until high school
English teaching undergoes radical reform, college writing programs
need to incorporate much of what is prescribed here for high school
writing programs. Far from turning college writing instruction into high
school remediation, this study suggests that the diversity and concreteness of reading, writing, and cognitive tasks that undergird higher order
skills could vastly strengthen programs at both levels. 3
More research needs to be done to explore pressing questions about
the intellectual readiness of secondary students to engage in the formal
reasoning processes necessary for mature writing. Although writing
development may be closely bound up with issues of emotional or
chronological maturity, our study suggests that entering students' lack
of rhetorical and conceptual skill derives in large measure from their

restrictive experiences with language and ideas in secondary school.
Whether a writing program at any level is conceived as a service course
to the writing of other disciplines or is more broadly epistemological in
its focus, writing courses themselves need to achieve dose and meaningful ties among reading, writing, and thinking activities so students
obtain a clear sense of how they are manipulating words and ideas to
make meaning. Without a curriculum that accounts for the need to
develop mature discourse, a need that goes largely unrecognized in high
school, we need to ask ourselves whether college writing instruction is
repeating the shortcomings of secondary writing instruction, where so
much occurs by accident, so little by design.

Notes
IWe wish to thank the Department of Educational Studies at the University
of Utah for funding this research.
2For some useful material on reading as a contextual activity, see the
following: Kenneth Goodman, "Reading: A Psycholinguistic Guessing Game,"
Journal of the Reading Specialist 6 (1967); Kenneth Goodman, "Psycholinguistic
Universals in the Reading Process," in Frank Smith (ed.), Psycholinguistics and
Readmg, (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1973); and Frank Smith, Essays
into Literacy, (London: Heineman Educational Books, 1983).
3For applications of reading theory to college writing instruction, see Marilyn. Sternglass, "Integrating Instruction in Reading, Writing, Reasoning" in
Janice Hays, et. al. (eds.), The Writer's Mind: Writing as a Mode of Thinking,
(Urbana, NCTE, 1983).
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Evaluating High School Writing:
What Are Teachers Really Looking For?
Donald A. Daiker
Mary Fuller
Max Morenberg
Janet Ziegler
Introduction
On a typical day, directors of college composition are likely to receive--along with the inevitable stack of textbook brochures-a request from a
high school somewhere in the state for information about our college
writing program: what texts do we prefer? how many papers do we
require? what kinds of papers are they? and how are they graded?
Clearly, high school teachers and administrators look to college programs for direction. And most program administrators dutifully answer
the letters and questionnaires because we hope our answers will somehow affect the way writing is taught in the high school and ultimately
the quality of students we see in our programs. Such correspondence is
the beginning, however informal, of collaboration between high school
and college writing programs.
Program administrators today recognize that their responsibilities
extend beyond the campus gates. A recent MLA publication spotlights
16 programs across the country where colleges and high schools collaborate to promote better relationships, to find ways they can solve mutual
problems, and-perhaps most important-to assure consistency and
continuity in writing classes from high school to college. I It may well be
that better communications between college and secondary educators
can improve writing programs at all levels.
Improved writing is the major goal of a collaborative effort at Miami
University organized by the Ohio Writing Project for the Ohio Board of
Regents. Its name is the Early English Composition Assessment Program, and it assesses compositions written under controlled conditions
by high school juniors. As part of the program, high school teachers
come to Miami University to evaluate essays in scoring sessions patterned on the collaborative model of the Educational Testing Service. At
the beginning of each session, approximately fifty teachers spend sev-
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eral hours discussing the scoring scale, the rating criteria, and-most
importantly-sample student papers. Because such sessions enable
teachers to test their evaluation criteria against those of their colleagues
and, in a relatively non-threatening environment, to rethink their own
standards and values, they are opportunities for professional growth.
After alL many of us have never before scored a paper along with fifty
colleagues and then discussed with them the reasons for assigning the
grade we did. It is a situation which invites us to learn from each other.
It is also a situation which clarifies what teachers look for in evaluating
high school writing.

To decide which grade on the scoring scale to assign, raters used five
criteria (Table 2). But before scoring "live" papers, all raters-following
standard ETS procedure-practiced using the five criteria to grade a
series of sample papers that represented the full range of the scoring
scale.

TABLE 2. Rating Criteria

The papers that teachers evaluated in the fall of 1985 were all written
in response to the following question:
Explain as clearly and specifically as you can whether you think
American society treats men and women and/or girls and boys as
equals or whether you think the two sexes are treated differently. In
your explanation, you might want to tell a story about yourself ?r
your friends, to use description, and to refer to men and women In
movies, in books, and on television. In any case be sure to use
examples, illustrations, and other details to make your explanation
interesting and informative. 2
Student essays were evaluated on a six-point scoring scale with "6"
the highest grade and ''1'' the lowest (Table 1).

Criterion

Description

Ideas

The extent to which the thoughts and content of
the essay are original, insightful, and clear.

Supporting Details

The extent to which the ideas of the essay are
supported by examples and details which are
specific, appropriate, and fresh.

Unity and Organization

The extent to which the parts of the essay develop
its whole and to which the parts of the essay are
clearly and logically connected to each other.

Sentence Structure

The extent to which variety, maturity, and effectiveness of sentence structure is achieved.

Diction and Usage

The extent to which wording and phrasing are
accurate, expressive, and concise and to which the
principles of grammar and the conventions of
standard English are, when appropriate, observed.

TABLE 1. Scoring Scale

Grades
5/6

3/4

1/2

Description

Clearly above average papers which demonstrate strength in
virtually all the criteria. Rarely are these flawless papers, but they
are usually substantial in content and often original in idea and/or
expression. A "5" tends to be thinner or weaker in some ways than
a clearly superior "6."
Papers ranging from slightly below average ("3") to slightly above
average ("4"), either combining strengths with weaknesses in
various criteria or showing an overall sense of underdevelopment.
Clearly below average papers which fail to demonstrate competence
in several of the criteria (often because the paper is too short) or
which are generally empty or which fail to respond to the question.
A "2" tends to have redeeming qualities absent in a "1."

l

Raters Questionnaire
Once the scoring of "live" papers began, we started looking for student
essays that would receive the same score from virtually all raters. That
is, we were searching for papers on which there was little or no
disagreement, papers which for one reason or another achieved consensus in scoring. We had little difficulty finding what we sought: each of
the six papers produced below received the identical score from four
separate raters. Each rater then completed a written questionnaire
designed to elicit the reasons for that score. The questionnaire, a simple
one, consisted of four items:
1. Please explain as dearly and specifically as you can the major
reason you gave this paper the grade you did.

r
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2. Please explain any other reasons for giving the paper the grade
you did.

for presidency some day, but I don't look for that to happen for a
long time, but this is my own opinion.

3. Was this paper an easy one to grade? Please explain why or why

Therefore what I'm trying to say in this ESSAY is that men and
women will never be treated equally in every way. Things have
changed in the past and things will keep on changing. But I feel that
men and women will never be treated totally as equals.

not.

4. Please explain any other reactions to the paper that might have
influenced the grade you gave it.
Responses to the four items helped us determine what teachers look
for when they evaluate student writing. The discussion below, based on
those responses, begins with middle-range papers-those judged either
slightly below average ("3") or slightly above average ("4"). It then turns
to papers in the lower range ("1" and "2") and upper range ("5" and
116").

Middle-Range Papers
A "3" Paper

In American society men and women are treated differently in many
ways. It all started a long time ago. Women were not permitted to
have a job, the womens place was at home. Men thought that the
only things that women were good for is cleaning, doing wash,
cooking, and careing for the children.
As time passes things do change. I think men still feel the same
way about a woman's place being at home, but today, its the
womens decision on wether she is going to have a career or not, or
wether or not she is going to stay home and be a housewife or if she
wants a part time job.
Although some things have changed in favor for the women,
there are still some thing that men are concitered "better" at than
women. There are three times more men doctors than women
doctors. There are many more judges that are men compared to the
women judges.
Maybe in the next ten or twenty years this will also change.
America is a changing country which matures in several ways every
year.
One very important thing that I feel will never change is that their
will never be a women president. People believe that men are more
educated in certain matters concerning other countries, and things to
do with polotics. But you never know, some brave women might run

Analysis of Raters' Response
On the six-point scale, this paper was consistently rated "3" or "slightly
below average" in overall quality. Moreover, the raters who scored the
paper a 1/3" considered it relatively easy to evaluate: they were equally
certain that it was neither I/slightly above averagel/ (a "41/) nor "clearly
below averagel/ (a 1/2" or 1/1").
The central weakness of the paper, the raters further agreed, is its
lack of supporting material, the almost complete lack of specific examples, illustrations, and details. There are, to be sure, some specifics here.
The writer does assert that male doctors outnumber female doctors
three to one and that there are more male judges as well. He further
notes that men are often thought to be superior politicians, especially in
conducting foreign policy. But since neither these nor other points are
explained or developed, the paper does not become sufficiently interesting or informative to deserve a 1/4.1/
It was precisely the lack of development and the paucity of supporting material that prevented the raters from scoring the paper a "4." One
rater wrote, I/Had I seen more facts, I believe I would have rated the
paper '4' or even '5.' 1/ A second rater commented that the examples
"were not developed well enough to earn the paper a '4.' " A third rater
cited the absence of "crisp, specific examples to support the thesis" as a
major reason for scoring the paper a "3."
So it was primarily the paper's failure to support, develop, and
otherwise elaborate upon its key assertions that made it below average
in quality. But the raters pointed to other if less important problemsoccasional irrelevancies, an immature style, and errors of grammar and
spelling. Perhaps because the paper was organized chronologically
rather than analytically, raters felt that it was sometimes off topic. The
paper is also weakened by an immature style--most obvious in sentences like "There are many more judges that are men compared to the
women judges." Finally, the paper suffers from errors in tense consistency, sentence boundaries, possessive constructions, and spelling. Still,
neither the errors nor the stylistic immaturity nor the irrelevancies
weighed as heavily with the raters as the lack of specific examples and
supporting details.
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What makes the paper "slightly" rather than "clearly" below average
in quality? According to the raters, the paper merits the score of "3"
rather than "2" because it addresses the assignment and because its
content is substantial and its expression clear. One rater characterized
the paper as "rather clear and logical. The argument was concise and to
the point." Moreover, the paper follows an intelligible order: it begins
with the past, moves to the present, and concludes with a glimpse of the
future. And this movement through time is appropriately signalled by
connectives like"As time passes" and"Although some things have
changed." In fact, the paper had enough promise for one rater to
lament, "I didn't want to grade it, only discuss it and have it rewritten."
If the paper were to be rewritten, the raters would advise the student to
concentrate on examples and specific details.
A "4" Paper

In the case of boys and girls being equals, there is a little
skepticism there too! Both sexes, in children, feel that they are more
better than the other. For example, most girls are asked to do a lot
more responsible things than boys are. Like if a mother or father
wants something from the store he is more likely to ask the girl than
the boy, for she is more responsible.
But boys are looked as better than girls because when there is
some kind of activity involving a little physical strength, they ask the
boy rather than the girl. The boys are always thought as being strong
and the girls smart and responsible.
On the whole, I feel that women are not looked as equals of men,
that they are below men and that girls & boys are not looked as
equals and both, in different situations, are looked to be better than
the other.

In American society today, I feel that men and women are not treated
as equals. Men in most cases have the better paying job for the same
kind of work done. In a factory that my aunt used to work for, she
had worked there longer than this one man, she done the same kind
& amount of work that the man did but she got paid a lower wage
because she was a woman.

Analysis of Raters' Responses

I also feel that men are looked up to more than women are in a
business or company. For example, on this one television show I was
watching, the man was a "head" of his company and of a similar
company, a lady was the "head" of that company and when it came
for the Cartel to do business with the best company they saw fit to
complete this "deal", they picked the man's company just because
he was a man and they felt that a woman could not complete "the
deal" to their liking.

This paper seems to characterize "slightly above average" papers in
style, in development, and in dictionj in all these areas, the raters noted
moments of resonance and moments of dissonance. They praised the
writer's control over grammar, ideas, and rhetoric. As one rater noted,
the paper was "above average in examples and was fairly well unified."
But the writer's inability to capitalize on her successes earned criticism
as well. "Although the paper had some substance, it could have presented in a more interesting manner," went a typical comment.

Most women are not thought upon as being able to do a man's job
when indeed there are alot of men's jobs that women can do but not
at all. That does not mean that men should discriminate or wrongly
judge women just because they are of the female sex. I feel that
women should be respected & thought upon as a equal human being
if they can do a man's job.

The paper contained stylistically mature sentences, sentences that
deftly handle multiple noun clauses and apposition: "Most men have
the thought that women are just play things & only should do what
most women did before women's lib----clean the house, have kids, raise
them, go to church & be a good Christian mother, make supper, & be
there whenever the man wants them." But the paper does not maintain a
mature style. [t occasionally tangles syntax and confuses verb forms: "In
a factory that my aunt used to work for, she had worked there longer
than this one man, she done the same kind & amount of work that the
man did but she got paid a lower wage because she was a woman."

Most men have the thought that women are just play things &
should do what most women did before women's lib-dean the
house, have kids, raise them, go to church & be a good Christian
mother, make supper, & be there when the man wants them.
Whenever you hear about some women doing something spectacular or out of the usual, the society always says, the place for the
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women is in the house cooking and raising kids, not doing a man's
job. r feel that a man should be in the kitchen & raising kids just as
much as the woman does that.

In the same way, the paper promises substantial development but
falls short. It opens, for instance, with a topic statement: "In American
society today, I feel that men and women are not treated as equals."
33
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Then it narrows the topic with, "Men in ... most cases have the better
paying job for the same kind of work done." And it even supports the
topic statement with a personal illustration: the writer's aunt was paid a
lower wage than a man "because she was a woman." But other examples are vague and thin. In the second paragraph, for instance, we are
told about a television show in which a man defeats a woman in a
business deal simply because he is a man, yet we are given few specifics
about the incident. So the raters generally agreed that the paper could
have had "better ideas and more complete examples."
One rater, who commented on both syntax and diction, admitted she
wanted to lower the paper to a "3" because of grammatical problems like
"she done." But she decided that a writer who could write long,
sophisticated sentences and use words like "skepticism and discriminate
... had an above average command of language." The rater finally gave
the paper a "4" because she "did not want to see the student go
unrewarded for the good points." The essence of a "4" seems to be that
it struggles with sophisticated techniques-in style, in development, in
diction-with only partial success.

Similarly, raters tended to focus on errors in another ''1'' paper, one
of only three sentences: "Men and woman are treated the same to me.
But, I don't like women working in factoryes that are dangerous and
hard work. You always hear women say that they can do anything that a
man can do and probably better and we know they can't," The paper
drew this remark: "Misspelled words definitely caught my eye." The
rater's remark would seem to indicate that the paper has several spelling
problems .. But it has only two---"factoryes" and, in the first line,
"woman" (rather than"women"), which the writer spells correctly on
two later occasions. It would appear that in papers with so little text, any
error seems blatant.
In fact, raters seldom find anything positive about such short papers.
No one mentioned that the third sentence in the first paper coordinated
infinitives for a sophisticated effect: "She tries to act like a boy, walk like
a boy, talk like a boy." The only favorable remark was that the writer's
voice comes through. And the lack of positive comments isn't surprising. With no content to consider-no details to savor, no examples to
enjoy-the rater has little choice but to focus on errors.
A "2" Paper

Lower·Range Papers
A "1" Paper
Shortness often signals a ''1'' paper even before raters begin to read it.
Like the following, most "}" papers cover less than a handwritten page.
My Cousin, She thinks she's the girl of all girl's and boy's. She
thinks she is the super girl of the 80's. She tries to act like a boy, walk
like a boy, talk like a boy. Pu it this way, she does everything like a
boy. God doesn't make mistakes but when he made her a girl he
made a big one. So hey I think that boys and Girls should be treated
equally to a certain extent.
Analysis of Raters' Responses
Though the paper responds to the topic only indirectly, no raters
remarked on its failure to address the question. What they did remark
on was the paper's errors. The comments reveal that when there's so
little content to pique their interest, raters become preoccupied with
error. Even more so than in longer papers, it seems. Two commented
that spotting errors was easy because there was only a single paragraph.
"Capitalization, punctuation, and sentence structure were all abused,"
one remarked.
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Some obvious shortcomings-problems with organization, inadequate
development, and grammatical errors-characterize "2" papers. As the
following paper suggests, their greater length places "2" papers a notch
above the "l's."
I think that men and women are treated equally to a certain
extent. Women are expected to set at home, that was the attitude.
But women are moving up in the world of work and men stay home
and take care of the kids.
Women are treated differently because men think that women are
weak and feeble. Today women can get training to do a "man's job."
One time me and my brother were out for the same job and he got
it because they felt he could accomplish more than I could and the
employers told me that to my face.
The are alot of "women jobs" that are being filled by men. I see
nothing wrong with that but there is such a thing as prejudice.
My aunt is a salesperson at a fine company and there was a
promotion coming up, of course she had competition, a man, they
had the same experience but the man got it because women
shouldn't have the authority to tell a man what to do. This isn't
always the case at many jobs men and women are treated equal.
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Analysis of Raters' Responses
Since the examples here need elaboration (What "women jobs" are
being filled by men?) and the details lack specificity (What job did the
brother and sister apply for? Where did the aunt work?), the paper
remains vague. As one grader remarked, "Frequently I get hooked into
wanting to read about what could be an excellent example, yet never are
these examples specifically sketched so that 1 can see and understand
the illustrations." Although raters also commented on the undeveloped
examples and illustrations in a "3" paper, the details in a "2" paper are
not only vague but sometimes inappropriate as well. The first sentence
of the sample paper suggests that it will focus on equality-where or
how the two sexes are treated equally, how women are moving up in the
world. Instead, the paper goes on to show that women are treated
differently: her brother got the job that she applied for, the promotion
her aunt deserved went to a man. When we finish reading the paper, we
are uncertain what point the writer wanted to make. Because inappropriate details are mixed in with a few appropriate ones, the paper lacks
organization and fails to develop a central idea.
Not surprisingly, raters were distracted by numerous grammatical
errors often typical of a "2" paper. One rater commented: "I found
myself focusing on 'me and my brother,' 'alot,' and 'set' instead of 'sit,'
and the lack of punctuation."
Basically, then, raters agreed upon the deficiencies that made the
paper a "2"-lack of organization, skimpy and vague details, grammatical errors.

Upper-Range Papers
A "5" Paper

Who is Geraldine Ferraro. Is she (A)a "mouthy broad," (B)"a dumb
blond," (C)"a political noose," or (O)a fellow human being who saw
a need and tried to fill it? Chances are, most Americans, with the aid
of the media, will answer anything but "d", depending upon how
diplomatic they are.
Politics and women functions much like management and women.
As long as she stays discretely in the trenches, in lower level
management, or state and local politics, she's accepted. But higher
ambitions are often viewed as frivolous, and serious efforts are
ignored, simply because of one's sex.
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When opportunities are made available, as they were to Feraro, it's
not always her qualifications which get her there. Whatever efforts or
accomplishments Ferraro made in her public service became secondary to her New York and Rome connection. She was female, Catholic, and urban, running for office with a WASP from Minnesota. She
may not have been the best person for the job, but she had the right
connections. Thus, women, in their alleged ignorance, were expected to vote for a party because of a sexist consideration-not
because of competence of the candidate.
Nearly every effort of the liberal Democrats to placate the female
population and gain the vote was an insult to every woman's
intelligence. It only reinforced the underlying sexism that plagues
politics still today.
Analysis of Raters' Responses
This essay illustrates the promise as well as the problems of a "5" paper.
On the one hand, it impressed its readers with a striking introduction
and engaging examples. On the other hand, like many "5" essays, the
paper struck teachers as very good but not quite excellent because it
lacked one essential feature-full development.
No single feature of this essay received as much comment or praise
as the introduction, formatted as a multiple choice quiz. One teacher
praised it as "original in its method and well developed in its thought,"
while another noted "a dynamic opening, . . . an original beginning
which immediately caught my attention." And the paper does, in fact,
display a lively voice right from the beginning, The writer's use of slang,
of chatty informal style, and of the quiz format promises a lively
thought-provoking paper.
The raters also applauded the paper's strategies of development,
especially the extended example. Each point of the paper revolves
around Ferraro's selection as Mondale's running mate in the 1984
presidential election. And the extended example relates clearly to a
subtle inductive argument, unveiled in the second paragraph, where the
writer asserts that a person's sex is not as important in lower echelon
positions in business and politics as in higher level, more public positions. The paper thus implicitly questions the hidden sexism of political
campaign strategy as well as Ferraro's qualifications by stating, "Whatever efforts or accomplishments Ferraro made in her public service
became secondary to her New York and Rome connection. She was
female, Catholic, and urban, running for office with a WASP from
Minnestoa. She may not have been the best person for the job, but she
had the right connections." The writer uses the Ferraro example finally
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to substantiate the major assertion of the paper: "Nearly every effort of
the liberal Democrats to placate the female population and gain the vote
was an insult to every woman's intelligence." The paper's sophisticated
development and careful logic impressed the raters. One praised the
//attempt to show deep thought,// another the decision to develop one,
well-supported example.
Why then was an essay graced with a clever introduction and an
extended illustration unanimously awarded a "5// rather than a "6//? The
raters agreed on the matter: all four of them sought fuller development
in the paper. They noted the paper's narrowness, its failure to "proceed
to larger issues of equality," and its limit of "only one main supportive
idea," even if the idea was "one which was developed fully." The
paper's brevity dearly lost it points with the raters. One rater remarked
that the paper could never be a "6" because in some places it needed to
be more developed. Another assigned the //5" grade because it "might
have had more substance had it been longer in length." Since none of
the raters faulted the paper's other features, apparently lack of development and brevity alone influenced their decision.
The paper's originality and attention-getting introduction won it its
"5." And certainly to win that "5," the essay needed to display the
writer's struggle with significant, thought-provoking ideas, even if
those ideas were not always substantiated through varied examples.
What seems most apparent is that the typical "5" paper, if it sins at all,
sins more from failed promise than anything else. The raters liked what
they saw, but they wanted and expected more. The essay invites its
readers to a tantalizing five course meal but sends them home too
early-right after the Beef Wellington.
A "6" Paper

Two women are sitting in a resteraunt having lunch. The resteraunt
is reasonably fashionable, and so are the women. Both are nice
looking and married. During their lunch an unmarried friend of
theirs walks in. Upon seeing him, the eldest lady comments "He's so
distinguished looking for his age. He must be very happy living
alone. You know what they say: once a bachelor, always a bachelor."
A few minutes later, one of their single lady friends walks in. The
discussion follows: "She looks worn out, if she doesn't find a man
soon it will be too late. No one will want to marry an old spinster. It
they do it will be out of pity." Clucking, and shaking their heads,
they return to their meals.
This is an example of a normal lunch conversation that could go
on between any two people in any place.

Men in women in America are treated differently. Men are
allowed to make more choices in life, are given more responsibility.
These choices can be in jobs, social life and even marriage. It seems
that women have fewer choices in their life. On the job, men have a
wider job scope. They can be anything they want; if they want to do
"women's work" they are perceived as noble and helping out the
"little woman". Women don't have these opportunities; they are
almost forced into what are deemed as female careers. If a woman
tries to break into a "mans field", she is called aggressive and pushy.
Men are also hostile towards her.
After receiving a job, men and women aren't paid the same. It has
been typical practice throughout history to pay men more for the
same job a woman would get less pay for.
Their is also greater opportunity for men to rise up in job levels.
When a woman gets a job, she should be happy for it. She will
probably stay at that level. Men can rise up more rapidly. They are
said to have more control and are more businesslike than women.
As shown, just in the "work aspect" of life, men have more
opportunities. This is just one part of life where the treatment of men
and women is unbalanced. I shudder to think about the rest of lifes'
opportunities and the outcome if this treatment isn't changed.
Analysis of Raters' Responses
Clearly, a paper doesn't have to be flawless to earn a "6" rating. This
one, for instance, has misspelled words, a run-on sentence, and, at least
according to one rater, "some choppy sentences." But it also has enough
substance, structure, and style to allow the raters to overlook its infelicities.
To begin with, the essay is vivid and immediately engaging. It opens
with an anecdote about two married women commenting on two
unmarried people---first a man then a woman-who walk into a restaurant. The women consider the man distinguished looking and content in
his bachelorhood ("He must be very happy living alone"), but they
consider the woman worn out by her spinsterhood ("If she doesn't find
a man soon it will be too late").
Raters are obviously moved by writers who successfully draw readers into their frame of reference and who project a personality. The
raters consistently laud the paper's voice and its sense of audience.
"This paper has a very lively voice," one rater said. 'The writer captures
the reader's attention from the very beginning," another commented.
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"The writer involved the reader and never lost sight of her audience," a
third noted. Obviously raters enjoyed this paper.
Aside from being engaging and enjoyable, the paper is organized
and coherent. The writer moves smoothly from the opening anecdote to
expository comments on how men and women are not only perceived
differently but are treated differently-----€specially on the job, where men
receive more pay and enjoy greater opportunity for advancement. In the
exposition, as in the narrative, the contrast in opportunities for men and
women is sustained. The writer notes that men who do "women's"
work are seen as "noble and helping out the 'little woman.''' Women
trying to make it in "men's" jobs are called "aggressive and pushy." The
paper sticks to the topic and sustains a structural pattern.
Nonetheless, organization and voice and audience involvement
alone do not explain what makes a paper a success. What comes out in
the raters' comments is that the separate components of "6" papers are
held together in an imaginative, pleasing balance. One rater noted, "all
of her [the writer's] thoughts blend...." Another mentioned how the
paper "flows well," and the third wrote that the writer "ties the parts
together well." The fourth rater perhaps summed it up well, noting the
tension between freedom and formalism in this paper. "I particularly
liked the balance between creativity and rigidity of form," he said.
If a "6" paper doesn't have to be perfect, its parts have to work
together to create a whole greater than their sum. It sustains interest and
readability because of its imagination, organization, and voice. And it
motivates comments like "mature" or "sophisticated." It's like a heady
wine with body and bouquet.

Conclusions
Several revealing patterns emerge from the raters' responses, patterns
which suggest what high school teachers look for and reward when they
evaluate essays.

First, the teachers reward length and deveLopment. The "4," "5," and "6"
papers are much longer than the ''1'' and "2" papers, each only a single
paragraph. The "3" paper, moreover, was judged "slightly" rather than
"dearly" below average because it is "substantial" but still below average because of "paucity of material." Even more important than length
is a paper's use of details and examples. In fact, the raters always noted
a paper's dearth or richness at development: not one paper in the
sample escaped scrutiny for that particular feature. The 1/51/ pape!', for
instance, with an added example or two, would become a 1/61/; the 1/4"
paper needs more complete examples"; and the "3/1 paper's most
I/
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obvious problem is a failure to elaborate upon key assertions. Based on
our sample, teachers value a paper's development more than any other
single feature.

Rllters also expect writers to stick to one topic. The "1," "2," and to some
extent "3" papers suffer from problems with topic clarity. The "2" paper
fails "to establish a focus," while the "3" paper exhibits irrelevancies.
Each of the above-average papers succeeds, however, in establishing
and maintaining a central thesis. Raters also tended to ignore basic
problems in mechanics and grammar if the errors were offset by more
positive traits. The "4" paper overcomes errors in tense with sophisticated diction, while dear organization and lively voice more than offset
the "6" writer's misspelled words and run-on sentence. The paucity of
material in the ''1'' and "2" papers, though, offers nothing to balance
mistakes in agreement and spelling. Thus the errors appear more
glaring.
Finally, certain facets of good writing remain elusive, almost ineffable.
Readers often have difficulty, for instance, describing what first constitutes their interest in a piece of writing. How does a writer make first
"contact" or engage us in such a way that we wish to read on? Clearly,
something occurs early in a piece of writing- usually in the introduction-which catches our attention. Donald Murray once said that he
choose novels by reading the first sentence twice. If the first sentence
intrigues him, he will read the first paragraph. By the end of the first
paragraph, he has decided if he will buy the book. In the same way, the
vivid introductions of papers "5" and "6" impressed the raters. But what
kept them interested beyond the engaging opening was control and
voice. They like papers with sophisticated, mature sentences that indicate the writer has control over her language. And they like to hear the
personality of the writer come through. Indeed, most of us reward
control and voice in our students' writing, even if those features are
difficult to define.
We do not underestimate how complicated it is to examine our
individual evaluation procedures and how much more difficult it is to
look at them in a group, where we have to expose our own ideas and
rating methods to the scrutiny of our colleagues. Nor do we underestimate how difficult it is for university faculty and high school teachers to
establish mutual grading standards. But how better to answer the
teacher who writes as follows to the director of freshman English: "any
material profiling your expectations in terms of high school preparation
for college English coursework would help us accomplish the task of
evaluating and updating our curriculum for college-bound students." If
collaborative grading efforts lead us to better understand what it is we
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do when we read and grade our students' papers, they may prove more
effective than dutiful answers to questionnaires for producing consistency between high school and college writing programs.

Notes
IRon Fortune, ed., School-College Collaborative Programs in English (New York:
Modern Language Association, 1986).
2We chose this particular question because 1lit seemed challenging to high
school students but not overwhelmingly difficult; 2)it appeared not to discriminate against any group of students; 3)it achieved a middle level of abstraction,
encouraging both broad generalizations and specific supporting details; and 4)it
invited what is probably the most common form of high school writing-an
explanatory essay. In short, the question was designed to stimulate students to
do their best writing-given the restrictions of a 35-minute time limit and an
unannounced topic.
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Training Writing Teachers
in a Small Program
David Foster
Like most small things, small writing programs don't get much notice.
Big programs are generally seen as natural training grounds for graduate
teachers of writing, since there are thousands of students for the preand post-tests, scores of classes available for experimental and control
groups, and numbers pushing correlation figues well into the range of
healthy significance. We generally assume that small programs have less
interesting problems; when we notice them, it is to the extent that they
replicate the strengths and weaknesses of larger programs.
Yet one major problem confronts faculty in any writing program,
whatever its size: that of deciding how much freedom apprentice
instructors should be given to plan, develop, teach and evaluate their
own courses. Big programs tend toward centralization, while small
programs may offer considerable latitude to participants and yet retain
consistency. Yet the tension between freedom and constraint for apprentice teachers is present in all writing programs, though it can be
particularly acute in large institutions. Michael Holzman writes about
his discovery that even in the giant-sized program he administers, there
was powerful resistance to his efforts to "control the quality of [the)
teaching" (290). Many of his colleagues wanted "more latitude for the
individual instructor, not less; less program-wide standardization of
teaching techniques and goals, not more" (291). The dilemma he faced
typifies the tension inherent in any writing program between instructors' desire for freedom and the program's need for structural consistency.
Structure, not size, is the crucial variable in weighing differences
among writing programs. Holzman's compromise was to form dusters
of "instructional groups" within the big program, to gain the individuality small-group participation allows. In another description of a large
program's eHorts to nurture teaching assistants, Maureen Potts and
David Schwalm outline a "support system" featuring teaching assistants
and a faculty mentor grouped in triads; the TAs' freedom increased
gradually, accompanied by close supervision in planning and teaching.
Both programs reflect an effort to approximate the values associated
with small writing programs: personal freedom in planning and teach-
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ing, mutual recognition of individual strengths and weaknesses, and the
collegiality arising from close interaction of experienced and apprentice
teachers.
I'd like to reverse the usual logic of our discipline: I'd like to argue
that the ways in which a small program addresses the basic conflict
between freedom and program centralization in training apprentice
teachers can be relevant to all writing programs. The 4C's "Position
Statement on the Preparation and Professional Development of Teachers
of Writing" asserts that English departments should "provide opportunities for the faculty to develop knowledge of theory and skill in the
teaching of writing" (448). I'd like to suggest that the inherent advantages of small programs should be exploited even by much larger
programs, because these values-----freedom, individuality and collegiality--<:reate for the apprentice teacher that "faculty" role which the
Position Statement suggests as the basis for writing teachers' professional growth.
Our program is small, decentralized and flexible. The teaching
fellows (there are five) organize their own syllabuses, guided only by a
few departmental policies; they choose their own texts; and they devise
their own assignments. Some might find this a dangerous arrangement.
If there is no master syllabus how can inexperienced teachers, themselves still taking courses, develop effective plans for teaching writing?
And if text adoptions are not orchestrated by experienced teachers, how
can intelligent choices possibly be made? Can the benefits of giving
inexperienced teachers freedom to make their own choices outweigh the
costs?
The key to this question is the nature of the teaching fellows' role
within the program. Our department's position is that with a dear set of
goals for a freshman composition course, and a faculty willing to share
its experience, a small group of apprentice teachers may be allowed
wide freedom to plan, teach and evaluate the course. We believe that
both students and apprentice teachers are best served by a structure
emphasizing the teachers' freedom in all phases of the course.
The main purpose of our freshman writing course is to emphasize
the writing process as it applies to a variety of purposes and audiences.
The course policy, adhered to by regular faculty as well as teaching
fellows, requires a certain total amount of writing and a range of
expressive and expository writing tasks. Beyond these basic goals, there
are no specific requirements as to the number or length of the course's
writing tasks, the nature of classroom activities, the amount of reading,
or other course elements. As they plan their syllabuses the fellows are
guided and helped in several ways: by reference to the department's

"Policy Statement on English 1" printed helpfully on bright orange
paper, by means of a planning workshop just before the beginning of
the fall semester, and through continuous contact with the DFE. These
measures ar~ for guidance only, however, not for dictating methodology. The P?hcy statement, for example, clarifies the basic requirements
and then dIscusses some general goals for writing growth at the college
level. The presemeste~ workshop reviews a wide range of assignments
and classroom strategIes, both published and intradepartmental. After
par.ticipating in this. workshop the fellows complete a rough draft of
theIr syllabuses, revIew them one by one during a group meeting of all
fellows, then finalize them in conference with the DFE. All fellows will
have taken--or will take in their first semester-the graduate course in
teaching writing required for all doctoral candidates. Aside from a
required minimum number of pages of writing and a general movement
from expressive and personal to expository writing, the fellows are free
to devise their own syllabus components, to word assignments and
reqUIrements as they wish, t? pace writing and revisions as they judge
best, and to formulate gradmg and attendance policies that they are
comfortable with.
In their small universe three interacting forces govern the fellows'
daily experience: contact with the DFE and with other regular faculty,
their influence upon each other, and their contacts with students. Such
methods are common enough in writing programs staffed by graduate
students. But one characteristic of our small program is not likely to be
found in bigger programs: an intimacy of relationship that confers
collegial status upon the teaching fellows. For instance, in large programs the entire staff cannot convene around a round table; but if he
convenes them in small groups, the DFE will not be able to make all
meetings, obliging some groups to become self-sustaining. Even for
graduate students, this is a difficult goal to maintain. Michael Holzman
confesses that the study groups into which he had divided the instructors in his large program could not sustain themselves through the
sc~o~l year (291). In our small program the DFE convenes each meeting,
With. mtere~ted faculty often attending, and one of the fellows or faculty
leadmg a discussion of a current topic in writing pedagogy. Faculty and
fellows join the discussion as equals, aware that the situation derives its
authenticity from the mutual interest of all participants. The fact that the
fellows are required to attend represents the force of the system; the
ambience of collegiality in the meetings encourages the fellows' sense of
responsibility to the program and to themselves. There are disadvantages to this collegial approach. For one thing, the fellows' freedom to
try strategies which seduce them sometimes leads to ineffective teaching. If the fellows were handed a carefully-worked-out syllabus. including proven assignments and classroom strategies developed by experi-
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enced teachers, their students might be spared the blunders and
excesses of apprentice teachers. For example, a teaching fellow whose
late-paper policy is dictated by the cumulati.ve wisdom ?f the d~part
ment rather than by her own inexperienced Judgment might aVOId the
situation of the fellow who changed her own policy halfway through the
semester, thereby enraging several students who pursued her through
the university appeals process. Such traumas will inevitably occur
incidental to the teaching fellows' freedom to err.
Individual misjudgments are not the only disadvantage of a latitudinarian program. Because each fellow prepares her own syllabus,
chooses her own text, and devises her assignments, students in different sections often perceive their experiences to have been quite different. One teaching fellow may believe that red-pen editing is the best
way to respond to student writing, while another may follow the
minimal-marking principle. Such differences draw exclamations of disbelief from the students exchanging opinions about their comp teachers:
"Wow, she didn't mark all your spelling errors? My teacher zapped
every mistake I made!" or, "You got a B on that paper? If I had turned
that in with so many typos my teacher would've flunked it!" Such
variability inevitably produces grist for student grievance-mills.
Faculty in other departments may also be sceptical of such latitude.
When they discover students purportedly enrolled in the same course
using different texts, assignments, and classroom methods, they are
tempted to question the coherence of the course. In Biolo~;y 1 or
Introductory US History there may be many different diSCUSSion sections and even different lecture sections, but chances are that the same
schedules and texts will be used in all of them. How else, faculty in these
disciplines would ask, can you give students' experience continuity
except by binding together lectures, discussions and tests with the same
schedules and texts? And faculty attitudes are crucial to the long-term
impact of freshman composition: teachers in other disciplines will reinforce its lessons only if they perceive them to have been taught fully and
coherently. But as Holzman points out, faculty attitudes can be changed
through writing across-the-curriculum cooperation, which may be in the
form of shared teaching, shared workshops, or simply ongoing discussions of common goals and methods concerning writing. But freedom
for inexperienced teachers brings an inherent risk against which there is
no ready protection.
The faculty of the writing program must decide whether the be.nefits
of such freedom outweigh its cost. I think they do. For such IS the
eagerness of most apprentice teachers to learn from their experience,
that not only in the long run will their freedom give them room for
growth, but even in the short run-from one semester to the next-they

will seldom make the same mistake again, and so will improve from
semester to semester with an alacrity that experienced teachers often
cannot match. This eagerness stems from their being fully vested as
teachers in the program. Participating in discussions about text choices
familiarizes them with the cloned and conservative ways of textbooks.
Constructing their own syllabuses after readings and discussions allows
them a creator's freedom to inhabit their creation and know it from the
inside. Deciding their own policy for responding to and evaluating
student writing enables them to feel directly the impact of their decisions' successes and failures. Adjudicating their own absence and latepaper policy forces them to feel the power of student pressure directly,
and to devise ways of dealing with it, rather than retreating behind the
fence of departmental policy.
But their choices must be informed by the support systems of the
program, and the responsibility must be reinforced by the systematic
attention of the DFE and, again, cooperating faculty. How are these
conditions to be met? In a small program close and continuous interaction occurs naturally, yet this interaction must be carefully organized if it
is to be productive. Big programs cannot make themselves small, but all
writing programs with an apprentice teacher component can capture
something of the small-program ethos, by systematizing the freedoms
granted to learning teachers. Here are some initiatives that can generate
such relationships:

• Allow apprentice teachers as much freedom in course planning as possible,
especially including choosing texts and developing syllabuses. If texts
must be centrally selected, bring the apprentice teachers into the
selection process as fully as possible by appointing them to serve
on selection committees and asking them to evaluate and report
on texts. If a master syllabus must be constructed, make them part
of the planning and allow as much freedom for devising local
strategies as possible. If weekly assignments and deadlines must
be pre-established, allow the teaching fellows to form their own
daily plans; permit them to experiment with different kinds of
classroom interaction, different ways of responding to student
writing, different sequences of assignments, different levels of
reading-writing combinations. Program administrators may want
to insist that every syllabus has some mix of classroom and oneon-one contact, but they should allow fellows to schedule this mix
as they see fit. Some institutions require all officially scheduled
time to be in the form of classroom contact, but this kind of
inflexibility will prevent apprentice teachers from experiencing the
impact of different settings upon their teaching and their students'
learning.
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• Establish working groups of apprentice teachers (no more than Iullt a dozen)
to meet regularly with fulltime faculty, not just for routine staffing
matters, but for discussion of important current issues in writing pedagogy. These issues need not follow any particular sequence; indeed, group members should be encouraged to read current
journals for issues of interest. These groups should be guided by
at least one and preferably more experienced writing teachers from
the regular faculty, particularly if there are too many groups for
the DFE to be fully involved in. Each member of the group
(including faculty members) should have responsibility for planning a session, and regular attendance should be regarded as a
commitment. Creating commitment is not easy. For the graduate
teachers academic credit for the semester's meetings is one way of
doing it, justified by a research paper resulting from the required
presentation. But the strongest force for group integrity is the
bond that will form among group members, particularly when the
apprentice members begin to share in the excitement of discussing
major issues affecting their daily work. Attending staff meetings
for routine discussions of policy and procedure is a grim enough
prospect to discourage even the most eager apprentice teacher; but
a working group in which each participant's contribution adds to
the impact of the meeting will offer strong motivation.

parties. Gratuitous or trivial as these minutiae appear, they count,
because they add vital specificity to the professionalization of
apprentice teachers in the composition program.
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• Establish a mentor system wherein each apprentice teacher meets with,
visits and is visited by, and exchanges batches of student writing with an
experienced writing teacher other than the OFE. The mentor relationship described by Potts and Schwalm is an excellent model of this
aspect of apprentice-master collegiality. Ask both members of the
mentor relationship for a summary of activity and insight at
semester's end. Experience in diversity cannot be gained nearly as
well from a course taught by one teacher or from the omnipresent
DFE; a series of mentor relationships offers an apprentice education in its traditional sense.
• Find small ways to help apprentice teachers see themselves as part of a
community of professionals. Appoint them to committees, particularly committees responsible for overseeing the composition program and the graduate program; encourage them to attend department meetings; put them on the published departmental roster
with regular faculty; get them into the institutional phone book
under the faculty heading; give them nameplates for their offices
and building keys for access to mailroom and offices; allow them
faculty library and copying privileges insofar as the departmental
budget can tolerate it; introduce them to regular faculty in
hallways and lounges, eat lunch with them, invite them to faculty
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Creating the Profession:
The GAT Training Progam
at the University of Arizona
Marvin Diogenes
Duane H. Roen
C. Jan Swearingen
Writing program administrators who prepare and implement training
courses for graduate students newly assigned to teach composition must
wrestle with a difficult rhetorical problem: They must think of the
audience for the course not only as individuals, with varied backgrounds and degrees of commitment, but also in terms of their department's institutional goals and attitudes. A traditional departmental view
holds that graduate students are hired hands, duespayers on the lowest
rung of the university ladder. It then makes perfect sense that when the
department must offer service courses, the services will be provided by
the academic equivalent of truck stop waitresses. This view reinforces
the image of graduate students as cheap, untrained labor with little
chance and less inclination to do their work well. Graduate students
teaching composition sling literacy like hash, and their customers,
freshmen without the good sense or past advantages to earn AP credit
or otherwise bypass the composition requirement, deserve no better.
Year after year program administrators gather the ingredients-texts,
syllabi, standards-and the help cooks up the same old slop and calls it a
curriculum.
A contemporary, and we think a more humane and ultimately more
constructive, view of graduate student teachers assumes that all composition instructors become members of a legitimate academic discipline
the moment they are hired to teach. Accordingly, at the University of
Arizona we attempt to welcome Graduate Assistants in Teaching (GATs)
as junior colleagues. Training courses offered to these new professionals
should showcase the strengths of the profession in the form of the best
available scholarship, old and new, while admitting that questions
remain about how best to teach writing. These questions pose the
challenges that occupy the current generation of writing specialists and
that will draw young people into the field. To hold this view, we first
must believe that we belong to a worthy profession, however disdained
the teaching of writing may be by tradition. Further, since the future of
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literacy may depend on the teachers, scholars, and researchers who will
replace us, we have the responsibility of shaping the profession as we
perform what seem to be routine administrative duties.
Thus we must abandon a basic skills approach to training graduate
students to teach, just as we must refuse to accept that freshmen
deserve only instruction in the most basic skills of writing. We must
empower graduate students by giving them access to rhetorical control
in the classroom, a control born of a mastery of the elements of the
teaching situation. We must train them to respond nimbly and confidently to the various problems writing teachers face in the performance
of their duties and allow them to feel that the choices they make have
consequences for their students and the society in which we all live.
Professionalism involves accepting responsibility for one's actions, and
if we want responsible adults representing us in our departments'
composition classrooms, we must define and foster this comprehensive
and flattering view of our common goal.
Pursuing this goal of empowerment is particularly important in
programs as large as the one in Arizona. According to statistics offered
by Joseph Gibaldi and James V. Mirollo in an MLA study, the largest
Ph.D.-granting institution in 1979 employed 142 GATs, and only ten
departments had more than 100 GATS (1). Our program this fall has
over 100 GATs, 30 of whom are in their first year of teaching writing. Of
these 30, fewer than one-third have any previous teaching experience.
And like 75% of the programs described in the MLA study, our program
immediately places these first-year graduate students in the classroom.
Well over 90% of our freshman level writing courses are staffed by GATs,
and over 50% of the sections of English 101, the course in expository
writing that most incoming students take, are staffed by first-year GATs.
To keep English 101 classrooms from becoming a composition ghetto
shared by the least experienced students and least prepared teachers,
new GATs must be given both a sense of mission and the methodology
that will allow them to teach successfully. They must believe in what
they're doing; they must trust the people who are training them to do it.
The following description of features of our program illustrates
several ways we have tried to foster a sense of shared purpose and
collegiality at Arizona.

Revising the Guide: The Program's Voice
A Student's Guide to Freshman Composition is a required text in all English
101 and 102 classes at the University of Arizona. As such, it functions as
common doctrine for GATs. The Guide contains program policies that all
GATs must enforce and procedures that all GATs must follow. It also

contains superior freshmen essays, the winners of an annual contest, a
three-page description of grading standards, and sample graded essays
that provide concrete examples of how the program expects student
writing to be evaluated. In the first several editions of the Guide, the
supervisory staff of the Composition Program graded the sample essays,
even though their students had not written them. It seemed obvious
that the most experienced teachers could do the best job of evaluating
student writing. After alL the supervisors had read and evaluated
thousands of essays from scores of sections. This original editorial policy
led to grading guided by the criteria set out in the "Grading" portion of
the Guide. Essays were seen in terms of content, organization, expression, and mechanics and usage. These hardy categories are certainly
useful for objective discussions of finished essays, but student essays
are notorious for being unfinished and in need of the subjective though
reasoned intervention of a concerned teacher. As experienced as the
supervisors were, they had no personal knowledge of the particular
essays put forward as models each year. Only the GATs could respond
fully to these essays, for they had overseen their creation in the classroom.
Thus, the four most recent editions of the Guide have featured
student essays accompanied by comments written by GATs; these
comments evaluate not only the finished product offered for a grade,
but also the early generative writing and drafts that led to the final
product (these are also printed, as part of the student writer's overall
process). This new policy serves several ends. First, students and new
GATs alike are provided valuable insight into the writing processes
necessary to the successful completion of assignments given in freshman composition. Second, freshmen are introduced to the kind of
responses they will receive from their instructors and to the role of GATs
in the program. Indeed, in some cases the students' instructor is the
writer of the published comments; this helps the students see the person
in front of the room as a teacher, a writer, and an established member of
the department, which undermines the usual criticism that the instructor should not be respected because he or she is "just a TA." Third, and
most important for this article, GATs learn that their contributions to the
Program are valued and respected. Their students' essays are no l~mger
wrenched away from them and judged by unforgiving standards 10 the
Valhalla of faculty offices. If their students appear in the pages of the
required text, they appear too, to describe and celebrate their success~ul
interaction with their students' writing. GATs who work on the G~lde
join the Program's teaching community in a concrete and pubhcly
acknowledged manner, and their names appear with their comments as
evidence of their membership in the profession.
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This policy, which aims at treating new teachers as responsible
professionals, does result in several administrative problems. GATs
whose comments are not solicited for the Guide may feel that they are
being placed lower in the program hierarchy than those who are asked
to write for the publication. Participating GATs may be perceived as
slavish or obsequious by those GATs who hold an us-vs.-them view of
the training program. The editors of the Guide know from experience,
however, that the GATs have a personal stake in the publication of their
comments, and that they often resent the revisions the editors suggest,
seeing those changes as concessions to a standard at the expense of their
students and their own views of the essay. In the end, though, these
tensions are healthy for the program, because they force both supervisor
and GAT to accept that standards are constantly revised and negotiated
by the professional community.

The Mirror in the Classroom
Gene Krupa argues that for GAT training programs to be effective they
should be '~ook, model, and mirror" (442). That is, as book, a program
should eqUIp t;tew tea7hers with the profession's published knowledge
about how wnters wnte and how teachers teach writing. As model, it
shoul.d sho~-preferably in workshops-how to teach writing. Finally,
as mirror, It should encourage new teachers to examine their own
teaching. At the University of Arizona we have tried to clean the mirror
so that GATs see an accurate reflection of their teaching.
A supervisor visits each GAT's classes two or three times during the

s~mester. Most GATs, view these visits as tests of their ability. Inexpe-

gies. First, some supervisors have invited GATs to visit and critique the
supervisor's lessons. That practice communicates to the GAT that the
supervisor is willing to accept constructive mirroring as well as offer it.
The supervisor is willing to make a transaction. Second, some supervisors encourage GATs to determine not only the time but also the
purpose of class visits. That is, the GAT will say to the supervisor: ''I'd
like you to visit my class next Friday because I'm holding a discussion on
refuting opposition objections. I'd like you to tell me how well things go.
I guess I'd also like you to suggest ways for me to improve my skills at
leading a large group discussion. Maybe you could pay particular
attention to the types of questions I ask." Following that class visit, the
supervisor will probably ask the GAT to assess his or her own teaching
performance. The supervisor's recommendations-and commendations-usually grow out of that self-assessment. In such a transaction,
the GAT has much control.
One objection to giving the GAT such control over the supervisor's
evaluation is that the conniving GAT may only perform well when
expecting observation; at other times, the GAT may slack off. Student
evaluations at the end of the semester will reveal such poseurs, and the
benefits of establishing mutual goals shared by supervisors and GATs
make this approach worthwhile. The GAT is offered not only guidance
but also responsibility for improving as a teacher. Supervisors write
formal evaluations of GATs with this goal of mutual responsibility in
mind. The top half of the standard GAT evaluation forms for both class
visits and paper grading solicit objective descriptions of the GATs
methods. Supervisors try to reflect exactly what happened in the classroom and exactly what messages are being sent by the GAT's comments
on student essays before beginning to evaluate the effectiveness of the
GAT's lesson plan or approach to grading essays. Then, on the bottom
half of the evaluation, supervisors point out strengths and weaknesses
and offer specific suggestions aimed at sharpening the skills and expanding the techniques available to new writing instructors. Thus the
evaluation forms serve primarily pedagogical purposes rather than
judgmental purposes. This approach sometimes makes it difficult to
rank GATs, as there are no quantitative measures involved, no numbers,
no mean level of performance. Individuals teach and progress as individuals, and the training course cannot be flunked unless a GAT flatly
refuses to behave responsibly.

nenc~d teachers, parhcul~rly, ~ear that their weaknesses will be harshly
spothghted by ~he supervisor 10 a white glare of criticism. However, as
Pet~; Elbo~ pomts .out.in "Embracing Contraries in the Teaching Process, effectiv~ ~eac.hmg mvolves playing dual roles. Although GATs may
expect.a punttlve Judge to visit their classrooms, we endeavor to send a
nur~nng coa~h, a guide, to mirror the GAT's progress as a teacher. If
we. mtervene m the GAT's process of learning to teach, just as Maxine
Harrs~on says we should intervene in our students' process of learning
to wnte, we must take into account the stage of development the GAT
has reached. ~hu~, the ~rocess approach to training teachers does not
expect perfecti~n lffimedlatel~; rather, the supervisor attempts to show
the GAT how his or her teachmg persona and strategies affect students.
As Krupa states: ':New teachers .need to have their teaching reflected
because of the dIffIculty of observmg a process while participating in it"

Cells of the Organism: Supervisory Small Groups

To make class visits into supportive, mirroring visits rather than
authoritarian, judgmental visits, supervisors have used several strate-

In addition to working with GATs individually, each supervisor also
works with a small group consisting of five GATs. It is in small group
meetings that some of the most important and difficult work of learning

(443).
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how to teach is done. Perhaps the biggest challenge for most supervisors
is coordinating five people with different objectives and teaching styles
into a workable group. The actual small group meetings are usually
informaL and once the official business is discussed the session is given
over to questions, problems, commiseration and, occasionally, backpatting. A small group is generally a comfortable arena for exchanging
and assessing the effectiveness of techniques and approaches, and
comparing assignments and essay exam questions. Many supervisors
solicit and use suggestions from the students to set the agenda, thus
addressing specific problems rather than following a doctrinaire sylla~
bus. For instance, in small group sessions devoted to how to respond to
student essays, GATs are asked to choose an essay written in one of
their sections to supplement the sample essays provided by the Student's
Guide. These essays are reproduced and distributed to other small group
members, and thus the group as a whole determines the agenda for the
meeting. The chosen essays illustrate particular problems each GAT
wants to discuss in a friendly setting among peers.
Another effective method in a small group is to leave the discussion
open and the topics broadly defined: This portion of the training is as
individualized as possible and is the main support system for the GATs.
Questions and discussion are simply more spontaneous than in large
meetings, and so all questions get asked rather than just those of general
interest. As we all know, the trivial questions often spark solutions to
more important problems. As in any teaching situation, some problems
are particular to individual GATs while others seem to plague a majority
of new composition teachers. Recently, for example, one supervisor
noticed that several of his own GATs were having difficulty developing
classroom discussions. Of course, he worked with those individuals
immediately to help them perceive the process of developing a classroom discussion as analogous to developing an essay. To extend this
analogy, one needs to perceive discussion questions as devices for
soliciting assertions and support for those assertions. The process can
be either deductive (general assertions followed by supporting specifics)
or inductive (specific details leading to or followed by general assertions).
After helping those individual GATs to understand one possible
method for developing a classroom discussion, he surveyed other
members of the small group to determine what strategies they employed for structuring discussions. The survey indicated that those
GATs also needed some explicit (not tacit) model to help them structure
discussions. In the small group setting the supervisor and the two GATs
who had received the individual guidance teamed to work with other
members of the small group. That supervisor subsequently polled the
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other supervisors and discovered that many GATs needed help with
structuring discussions. As a result part of the next large group meeting
was devoted to the orchestration of classroom discussions. This example
typifies the interplay of concerns across various segments of the training
program: small group sessions, large group discussions and lectures,
and the individual relationships between supervisors and GATs.

Making Statements in the Professional World
Within the fields of rhetoric and composition some well-known scholars
have collaborated on books, articles, and conference papers. Among the
more familiar teams are Cooper and Odell, Tate and Corbett, Flower and
Hayes, Knoblauch and Brannon, Fulwiler and Young, Witte and Faigley,
Daly and Miller, and Lunsford and Ede. (The last team has even written
about such efforts.) While such collaborative work is not uncommon in
composition, it is usually the case, as with those people just mentioned,
that both partners are tenure-track or tenured faculty. It is far less
common to see this sort of scholarlv collaboration between a faculty
member and a graduate student. Too often, faculty exploit graduate
students in research and publication by assigning them to the drudgery
of research without inviting them to share in the rewards of such
scholarship. We believe that such exploitation is immoral. It cheats
graduate students out of the learning and the self-esteem that come
from actively contributing to the profession, and it cheats the profession
out of contributions that graduate students have to offer.
In terms of pedagogy, particularly, even the least experienced GAT
has statements to make about the process of teaching writing. New eyes
see new connections and can contribute to the profession accordingly.
Too many senior administrators and scholars no longer teach the basic
courses they're entitled, by experience and status, to make pronouncements about. Through collaboration, we can combine theory and practice to better serve ourselves and our students.
To make certain that our GATs become fully responsible professionals, some of our composition faculty have collaborated with them in
research and publication. These efforts have resulted in co-authored
articles in journals such as Teaching English in the Two- Year College, The
Writing lnstnl.elor, Journal of Teaching Writing, Journal of Busmess CommuniCiltion, and Arizona English Bulletin. Other co-authored manuscripts are
currently being considered by journal editors and review boards. At
other times faculty members have acted more as coaches and cheerleaders, as well as preliminary readers, to GATs who have been sale authors
of journal articles in Indiana English and Arizona English Bulletin, as well
as chapters in several of NCTE's annual Classroom Practices books.
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Our GATs and composition faculty have also collaborated on papers
delivered at conferences by the Arizona English Teachers Association,
the National Council of Teachers of English, the Conference on College
Composition and Communication, and the Association of Business
Communication. And, again, faculty simply coached and cheered as
some GATs wrote and delivered their own conference papers.
By far the most ambitious GAT/faculty collaborative effort to date is a
book-length manuscript on writing across the curriculum. In that project
faculty and GATs are co-authoring some of the twenty-one chapters,
and other GATs are writing their own chapters. Further, a GAT and a
faculty member are co-editing the book, which is currently being considered for publication.

Conclusion: Speaking With One Voice
Through a series of colloquia, GATs at the University of Arizona are
introduced to the ideas of major figures in the fields of rhetoric and
composition. In recent years, speakers including Andrea Lunsford,
James Kinneavy, Daniel Fader, William Irmscher, Susan Miller, Gene
Piche, and Frederick Crews have spoken to the assembled GATs about
their theories and related teaching techniques. These people stand as
role models for people just entering the profession; they represent the
potential for achievement in scholarship and teaching that is open to
writing specialists, rhetoricians and composition specialists alike. These
colloquia, which are often keyed to selected readings in the field,
comprise the conventional academic component of the training program.
The training course at the University of Arizona is required of firstyear GATs; all GATs must attend all large group meetings and lect.ures,
and they must participate in small group activities and work with a
supervisor. Up to four units of academic credit for the training course
can be earned during the first year of teaching, although GATs are not
required to sign up for these units. (This option illustrates that old ways
die hard; some degree programs will not accept teacher training/
methods courses as a legitimate part of a graduate student's professional
preparation; students who choose to sign up for such credits are
slumming and will not be rewarded by the faculty in their major field.)
Ultimately, then, each GAT must decide whether to be satisfied with
basic skills teaching literacy or to strive for a standard of professionalism
not commensurate with the salary and status awarded them and the
people supervising them. It is up to teacher trainers and writing program administrators to persuade GATs that they are valued, whatever
the attitude of the greater academic community consisting of students,
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faculty, and university administrators. OUf ethical appeaL establishing
our knowledge of the field, our integrity and goodwilL and our emotional appeaL which attempts to instill professional pride in our new
colleagues, must leaven the logical appeals that have dominated our
approach to training graduate students up to now. Logic tells us that a
low status job is a low skills job, which ignores the overwhelming
complexity of teaching writing well. Logic tells us that inexperienced
teachers need rigid guidelines within which to function effectively,
which ignores that most new GATs are experienced writers with rich
backgrounds solving the rhetorical problems their students will face.
Finally, and hardest to admit, logic tells us to ignore the political and
economic contexts in which GATs teach because we have to some degree
escaped the condition that they are just entering, and we have an
interest in protecting our positions at their expense. If we obey the logic
that tells us to preserve the status quo because it is expedient to do so,
then we have no right to presume to teach others the noble art of
teaching.
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The Basic Writing Course
at Eastern Illinois University:
An Evaluation of Its Effectiveness
Frank McCormick and Chris McCormick!
When we undertook to evaluate Eastern Illinois University's basic
writing course English 1000 two years ago, we did so with some
trepidation. What we hoped our evaluation would reveal was that the
course had succeeded in its purpose of giving underprepared writers
(defined by the English department for placement purposes as students
having ACT English scores of 12 or lower) an opportunity to bring their
skills to a level sufficient to allow them to exit from the course on a first
or second try, and then go on to pass the two regular writing courses
required of all our freshmen, and eventually earn a college degree. 2 That
was our hope. What we feared was one of two considerably less
felicitous outcomes. We feared, on the one hand, that we would find
English 1000's exit requirements to have been insufficiently rigorous to
prepare our basic writers for the demands of the two all-university
freshman writing courses which awaited them, with the result that
English 1000 alumni routinely failed their subsequent freshman writing
courses and in the process, as Geoffrey Wagner and other opponents of
developmental courses had cautioned, lowered the level at which instruction could proceed in the required freshman writing courses designed for our better prepared writers.
Or had our exit criteria for English 1000, and our failure rate of 4O(i("
been too rigorous? In our alternative nightmare we imagined ourselves
discovering that instead of offering underprepared writers an opportu-nity eventually to succeed in our college-level freshman writing courses,
English 1000 effectually barred enrollees from entering our all-university
freshman writing courses at all, and thus denied students who had had
the misfortune of earning ACT English scores of 12 or lower a reasonable opportunity of earning a college degree.
Happily, the evaluation revealed our worst-case scenario to have
been excessively gloomy. Indeed our findings are consistent with those
of Ferrin, Pedrini, Brown and Ervin, and Presley in suggesting that in
this specific instance a developmental course has been moderately
successful in achieving its aim of giving underprepared students a
fighting chance of succeeding in freshman English and beyond. As for
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the question of "lowering," we suspect the situation at our institution is
not much different from that at most other institutions in which composition courses are taught by regular, full-time, autonomous staff members, including the chairman and full professors. The presence of
underprepared writers in college composition courses necessarily
lowers the level at which instruction can proceed in classes taught by
instructors who are responsive to the needs of their underprepared
writers. In classes taught by instructors who are indifferent to the needs
6f such writers their presence has no lowering effect at all. We offer a
sampling of our findings in the pages that follow.
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scores, we did fmd eviden t
t th t
the experience of taking the basic writinC'" COurse provedceb 0 suf.g.ge.s
a
.
n
ene lCia t0 our
students wh~n they later took their all-university freshman composition
courses Enghs.h 1001 and ~OO~.. To be s~re, the English 1000 alumni (the
11s and 12s) did not earn slgmftcantly higher grades in English 1001 and
1002 than did the students in our sample (the 135 and 14s) who had not
taken the basic writing course. But the grades of the two groups were
very similar. The 13s and 14s earned slightly higher grades in 1001 than
did the lIs and 12s (5(= 1,92 for the 13s and 145 vs. 1.88 for the lIs and
12s). On the other hand, our lIs and 12s earned slightly higher grades
in 1002 (x=2.20) than did the 13s and 14s (x=2,lO).

First a description of our research design. We compared the academic
performance of a group of 196 students having ACT English scores of 11
and 12 (scores which obliged the students to enroll in our basic writing
course English 1000) to a group of 239 similarly prepared students
having ACT scores of 13 and 14 (scores sufficiently high to exempt them
from English 10(0). Our sample of 435 students comprised all of Eastern
Illinois University's freshmen reporting ACf English scores of 11
through 14 during the semesters of Spring '77 through Fall '78. For each
of them we collected and used SPSS (Statistical Package for the SocUlI
Sciences) programs to analyze information which included the following:
composite ACT score, grades in English 1001 and 1002, cumulative GPA,
total number of credit hours accumulated, probation/dismissal record
and graduation or non-graduation. 3

But the similarities in average 1001 and 1002 grades for the two
groups do not adequately testify to the benefits which the English 1000
experienced offered its alumni. What we found most encouraging was
the discovery that the students in our sample who had taken [nglish 1000
were significantly more likely to pass English 1001 on the first try tllan were
those who had not taken English 1000. What is more, the 125 who remained in
English 1000 for the entirety of the semester were significantly more likely to
pass English 1001 on the first fry than the 12s who were excused from taking
English 1000 after passing an essay-writing proficiency examination in the first
week of the semester. We can now answer in the affirmative the most basic
of the questions we posed for ourselves: our evidence strongly suggests
that the taking of our basic writing course does indeed improve an
underprepared writer's chances of surviving Eastern Illinois University's regular freshman composition courses.

We begin with the less encouraging news. We found no significant
difference in either the average total credit hours earned by the two
groups or in the groups' graduation rates (42.2% for the lIs and 125 vs.
46.8% for the 13s and 14s). Indeed for our 11s and 12s (i.e., those who
had been reqUired to take English 1(00) were significantly more likely to
be placed on academic probation and eventually dismissed from the
university for low scholarship than were the 13s and 14s (22% vs. 14%).
We also found that the lIs and 12s in our sample had significantly lower
GPAs than did the 13s and 14s (x = 2.18 vs. 2.40 on a 4-point scale). That
is to say, we found, not very surprisingly, that students with lower ACT
English scores did not do so well in college as did those with higher ACf
English scores.

Who passes and who fails the basic writing course? Eighty percent of
the 115 and 12s in our sample passed English 1000 on the first try. Those
who did so had significantly higher ACf Composite scores than did
those who failed on the first try. Moreover, those who passed on the
first try were significantly more likely to graduate than were those who
failed in the first attempt (47% vs. 16%). The prognosis for those who fail
the course is not good. Only 33% of those who failed the course once
passed it on a second try. None of the seven students who failed English
1000 twice ever passed the course.
Our evidence suggests that class attendance is related to success or
failure in English 1000. In an investigation of attendance patterns
conducted two years ago, our graduate assistant Jennifer Donnelly
discovered that persons who attended their English 1000 class regularly

Nor were we particularly surprised to discover that for the 11-14s in
our sample higher ACT Composite scores were significantly and positively correlated with higher grades in English 1001 and 1002, higher
GPAs, and higher average total credit hours. (Here and elsewhere in this
report, when we use the term "significantly" we mean statistically
significant at the .05 level.) What did rather surprise us was our
discovery that ACf Composite scores were better predictors of performance in our all-university freshman composition courses than were ACT
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were more likely to pass the course than were persons who did not
attend regularly-this despite the fact that attendance was not considered in determining the final grade for the course. Donnelly noted, for
instance, that all of the thirteen students who had perfect attendance in
Fall '82 passed the course. Conversely, and again with very few exceptions, she discovered that students who did not attend regularly failed
the course.
In speaking of class attendance we speak of one aspect of student
behavior which common sense tells us is pertinent to academic performance, and in some way indicative of the degree of our students' motivation to learn. All of us who have taught or supervised a basic writing
course know that some basic writers are more highly motivated, and
consequentlv more likely to be successful than others. But can such
students be identified beforehand? The response of the students in our
sample to item #20 of the "Special Educational Needs" section of the
ACT Assessment was enlightening. Item #20 reads as follows: "I need
help in expressing my ideas in writing." Students who answered "yes"
to the item earned significantly higher GPAs and average total credit
hours than did persons who left the answer blank.

Some Conclusions
On the basis of our investigation we would hazard the following
generalizations about the academic performance of basic writers in our
own program:
1. The single most clearly discernible difference between the beluwior
of students who pass and that of students who do not pass the
basic writing course is that the former attend class regularly
whereas the latter do not.

Notes
[We are indebted to Jim Quivey for encouraging us in this investig~tion and
for suggesting that we examine the performance of students haVIng A.CT
English scores of 11 through 14. To Bill McGown we are grateful for performmg
much of the statistical analysis on which our report is based. Thanks also to
Tony Schaeffer, Shirley Karraker, Jerry McAnulty, and Jennifer Donnelly.
lEnglish 1000, which is taught by English department grad~ate a.ssistants
working under the close supervision of the Director of Composlhon, IS a noncredit course In basic writmg which students with ACT English scores of 12 and
below must pass before enrolling in the first of the university's two re.quired
composition courses, Engli~h JODI. To pass the course st~d.ents must .wrlte two
final essays which are judged acceptable by the ComposItion Committee (fulltime faculty whL) regularly teach English 1001). Stu~ents who w~te acc~ptable
essays in the first week of the semester are placed Immediately In sectIOns of
1001.
JOur data were analvzed using the following statistical tests: (1) a t-ttsl-to
compare for significant' differences the means of two g~oups~ (2) the Pcarson
product-amount correialiOll-to indicate the degree of relatlO.nshlp between two
sets of paired numbers; and a (3) chI-square lest-to mdlCate the degree of
relationship between two frequency data variables.

2. Basic writers with higher ACT Composite scores have a better
chance of succeeding in freshman English and beyond than do
basic writers with lower ACT Composite scores.
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Announcements
The National Testing Network in Writing
The National Testing Network in Writing, The New Jersey Department of
Higher Education, and the City University of New York announce the FIFTH
ANNUAL CONFERENCE ON WRITING ASSESSMENT on April 5, 6, and 7 in
Atlantic City, New Jersey. This national conference is for educators, administrators, and assessment personnel and will be devoted to critical issues in assessing
writing in elementary, secondary, and postsecondary settings. Discussion topics will include theories and models of writing assessment, assessing writing
across the curriculum, the impact of testing on minority and ESL students,
computer applications in writing assessment, and current research on writing
assessment.
For information and registration, please write Dr. Mary Ellen Byrne, New Jersey
Department of Higher Education, 224 West State Street, Trenton, New Jersey
08625 or call her at (609) 987-1962.

The Journal of Advanced Composition
Beginning with Volume 7, the JOURNAL OF ADVANCED COMPOSITION will
undergo a change in leadership. Sponsored by the University of South Florida
and the University of Utah, the journal will be edited by Gary A. Olson. All
future submissions and correspondences should be sent to:
Gary A. Olson, Editor
Journal of Advanced Composition
Department of English
University of South Florida
Tampa, FL 33620
JAC-,an annual, approximately 250 page publication-will maintain its high
standards. All submitted manuscripts will be vigorously reviewed by members
of our Editoral Board and appropriate outside readers. Authors submitting an
article after March 20, 1987, will be informed of the article's acceptance or
rejection within 2 months of the date of submission

Subscription Information
Contact:

Professor Karen Spear
Department of English
University of Utah
Salt Lake City, UT 84112

Institution:

$12.50 per year

Personal:

$10.00 per year ($25.00 for 3 years)

Janet Ziegler is Assistant Director of the Ohio Writing Project. Her Master's
Degree in Composition, Rhetoric and Linguistics is from Miami University.
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Editorial Policy

Each proposal must include

JAC provides a forum for scholars working within the general field of advanced
composition, including advanced expository, business, creative, and technical
writing as well as writing across the curriculum.

• a title and brief description indicating the purpose of the presentation
(suitable for publishing in the conference program)

lAC accepts articles on theory, research, and pedagogy directly relevant to

• a complete description of the presentation as you will give it or an
abstract of not more than 500 words

teachers and scholars of advanced composition. The editor is especially interested in empirical studies and theoretical discussions examining cognition,
rhetoric, readability, style, and the connections between contemporary criticism
and rhetorical analysis.

lAC does not accept articles describing classroom techniques unless the author
dearly demonstrates how such practices derive from current theory and research and how they can be applied to the advanced composition classroom in
general.

Submissions
When submitting articles [or publication, please,

• a list of audio-visual equipment you will need

• your name, address, and phone number(s)
Please submit your proposal to
Conference on Writing Program Administration
Christine A. Hult, Program Chair
UMC 3200
Utah State University
Logan, ur 84322

• submit one original and two copies
• print your name and affiliation only on a cover sheet, not on the articles
• enclose sufficient return postage clipped, not pasted, to a pre-addressed
envelope.

Call for Papers

WPA Summer Conference
The Council for Writing Program Administrators will sponsor its annual conference August 5-7, 1987, on the campus o[ Utah State University in Logan, Utah.
Sessions at this conference will consist of workshops, papers, and informal
discussions or panels on topics pertinent to the administration of writing
programs: establishing and sustaining a cohesive program, staffing, budgeting,
training teachers, testing and evaluating students, working with other administrators, running a computer lab or a wnting center, and so on.
The Council invites contributions to the conference program. Those who would
like to participate should submit a proposal by March 1, 1987. The general
theme of the conference will be "Establishing Our Identity as WPAs," but the
program chair will consider any proposals o[ interest to writing program
administrators. Please keep in mind that your audience is likely to consist of
college faculty and personnel actively involved in the administration of writing
programs and therefore you should keep an administrative focus to your
proposal.
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